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THIS CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION MEMORANDUM IS MEANT ONLY FOR RECIPIENTS WHO ARE “QUALIFIED PERSONS” AS DEFINED HEREIN AND/OR PERMITTED UNDER THE SECURITIES AND FUTURES ACT OF SINGAPORE TO INVEST IN THE FUND.

THIS INFORMATION MEMORANDUM IS SOLELY FOR THE USE OF SUCH RECIPIENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF EVALUATING A POSSIBLE INVESTMENT BY THE RECEIPIENT IN THE FUND AS DESCRIBED HEREIN.

IT IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED IN ANY FORM OR MANNER NOR IS IT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OR DISCLOSED TO ANY OTHER PERSONS (OTHER THAN PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS OF SUCH RECIPIENT).

YOU SHOULD REFER TO THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST DEED CONSTITUTING THE FUND AND OBTAIN INDEPENDENT PROFESSIONAL ADVICE IN THE EVENT OF ANY DOUBT OR AMBIGUITY.
PRELIMINARY

ASK Investment Fund (the "Fund") is a unit trust constituted in the Republic of Singapore as an umbrella fund. The Fund is constituted by a trust deed dated 5 April 2017 entered into between ASK Capital Management Pte Ltd (the "Manager") and BNP Paribas Trust Services Singapore Limited (the "Trustee"), as may be amended, varied or supplemented from time to time (the "Trust Deed"). This Information Memorandum (the "IM") is provided on a confidential basis solely for the information of those persons to whom it is transmitted so that they may consider an investment in the units (each a "Unit" and collectively, the "Units") of the sub-funds of ASK Investment Fund (each a "Sub-Fund" and collectively, the "Sub-Funds").

The Manager is responsible for the information contained in this IM. To the best of the knowledge and belief of the Manager (who has taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case) the information contained in this IM is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the import of such information as at the date of this IM. The Manager may at its discretion supplement, update, revise, restate and/or amend this IM from time to time.

This IM does not constitute an offer or solicitation to anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not lawful or in which the person making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. The distribution of this IM and the offering, purchase or subscription of Units may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. No person receiving a copy of this IM and/or an application form or subscription agreement in any such jurisdiction may treat the same as constituting an invitation to purchase or subscribe for Units nor should such an application form or subscription agreement be used unless such an invitation could lawfully be made to him without compliance with any registration or other legal requirements in such jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of the person in possession of this IM and wishing to apply for Units to inform themselves of and to observe all applicable laws and regulations.

In particular, potential investors should note the following:

SINGAPORE

THIS IM HAS NOT AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED AS A PROSPECTUS WITH THE MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE (THE "MAS" OR THE "AUTHORITY") AS THE FUND IS INVOKING THE EXEMPTIONS FROM COMPLIANCE WITH PROSPECTUS REQUIREMENTS PURSUANT TO THE EXEMPTIONS UNDER SECTION 304 AND SECTION 305 OF THE SECURITIES AND FUTURES ACT (CAP. 289) OF SINGAPORE ("SFA"). THE MAS ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONTENTS OF THIS IM.

THE OFFER OF THE UNITS WHICH IS THE SUBJECT OF THIS IM IS NOT AUTHORIZED OR RECOGNIZED BY THE MAS AND UNITS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO BE OFFERED TO THE RETAIL PUBLIC. THIS IM IS NOT A PROSPECTUS AS DEFINED IN THE SFA. ACCORDINGLY, STATUTORY LIABILITY UNDER THE SFA IN RELATION TO THE CONTENT OF PROSPECTUSES WOULD NOT APPLY. YOU SHOULD CONSIDER CAREFULLY WHETHER THE INVESTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR YOU IN LIGHT OF YOUR OWN PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES.

RECIPIENTS OF THIS IM IN SINGAPORE SHOULD NOTE THAT THE OFFERING OF THE UNITS IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF THIS IM AND THE SFA. ACCORDINGLY THE UNITS MAY NOT BE OFFERED OR SOLD, NOR MAY THIS IM OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENT OR MATERIAL IN CONNECTION WITH THE OFFER OR SALE OF ANY UNIT BE CIRCULATED OR DISTRIBUTED, WHETHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, TO ANY PERSON IN SINGAPORE OTHER THAN (I) TO AN INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR (AS DEFINED IN SECTION 4A(1)(C) OF THE SFA) (EACH AN "INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR"), (II) TO AN ACCREDITED INVESTOR AS DEFINED IN SECTION 4A(1)(A) OF THE SFA (EACH A "RELEVANT INVESTOR") AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONDITIONS SPECIFIED IN SECTION 305 OF THE SFA, OR (III) PURSUANT TO, AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONDITIONS OF, ANY OTHER APPLICABLE PROVISION OF THE SFA (COLLECTIVELY, THE "QUALIFIED PERSONS").
SUBJECT TO ALL OTHER RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSFERABILITY IMPOSED BY THE FUND, RECIPIENTS OF THIS IM REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT WHERE THE UNITS ARE INITIALLY ACQUIRED PURSUANT TO AN OFFER MADE IN RELIANCE ON AN EXEMPTION UNDER:

(A) SECTION 304 OF THE SFA BY AN INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR, SUBSEQUENT SALES OF THE UNITS WILL ONLY BE MADE TO ANOTHER INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR; AND

(B) SECTION 305 OF THE SFA BY A RELEVANT INVESTOR, SUBSEQUENT SALES OF THE UNITS WILL ONLY BE MADE TO AN INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR OR ANOTHER RELEVANT INVESTOR.

IN ADDITION, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT WHERE THE UNITS ARE INITIALLY ACQUIRED IN SINGAPORE PURSUANT TO AN OFFER MADE IN RELIANCE ON AN EXEMPTION UNDER SECTION 305 OF THE SFA BY:

(A) A CORPORATION REFERRED TO IN SECTION 305A(2) OF THE SFA (A "RELEVANT CORPORATION"), THE SECURITIES OF THE RELEVANT CORPORATION SHALL NOT BE TRANSFERRED WITHIN 6 MONTHS AFTER THE RELEVANT CORPORATION HAS ACQUIRED ANY UNIT UNLESS THE TRANSFER IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONDITIONS OF SECTION 305A(2) OF THE SFA; AND

(B) A TRUST REFERRED TO IN SECTION 305A(3) OF THE SFA (A "RELEVANT TRUST"), THE RIGHTS AND INTEREST (HOWSOEVER DESCRIBED) OF THE BENEFICIARIES THEREOF IN THE RELEVANT TRUST SHALL NOT BE TRANSFERRED WITHIN 6 MONTHS AFTER ANY UNIT HAS BEEN ACQUIRED FOR THE RELEVANT TRUST UNLESS THE TRANSFER IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONDITIONS OF SECTION 305A(3) OF THE SFA.

INVESTORS SHOULD THEREFORE ENSURE THAT THEIR OWN TRANSFER ARRANGEMENTS COMPLY WITH THE RESTRICTIONS. INVESTORS SHOULD SEEK LEGAL ADVICE TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE ABOVE ARRANGEMENT.

THE CONTACT DETAILS OF MAS ARE SET OUT IN THE "DIRECTORY" SECTION UNDER PARAGRAPH 2 OF THIS IM.

POTENTIAL INVESTORS SHOULD READ THIS IM CAREFULLY BEFORE DECIDING WHETHER TO PURCHASE OR SUBSCRIBE FOR UNITS AND SHOULD PAY PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE INFORMATION SET FORTH UNDER THE HEADINGS "RISK FACTORS" AND "CONFLICT OF INTEREST". AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUND IS SPECULATIVE AND INVOLVES SIGNIFICANT RISK. INVESTORS SHOULD UNDERSTAND SUCH RISKS AND HAVE THE FINANCIAL ABILITY AND WILLINGNESS TO ACCEPT SUCH RISK FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME. THE FUND IS NOT A COMPLETE INVESTMENT PROGRAM AND SHOULD REPRESENT ONLY A PORTION OF AN INVESTOR'S PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT STRATEGY.

YOU SHOULD CONSIDER CAREFULLY WHETHER THE INVESTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR YOU AND WHETHER YOU ARE PERMITTED (UNDER THE SFA, AND ANY LAWS OR REGULATIONS THAT ARE APPLICABLE TO YOU) TO MAKE AN INVESTMENT IN THE UNITS. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT ABOUT THE CONTENTS OF THIS IM, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR STOCKBROKER, BANK MANAGER, SOLICITOR, PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANT OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER.

ON RECOMMENDATIONS ON INVESTMENT PRODUCTS, AS MAY BE AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME).

COMMON REPORTING STANDARD AND AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

FOLLOWING THE DEVELOPMENT BY THE ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD) OF A COMMON REPORTING STANDARD (“CRS”) TO ACHIEVE A COMPREHENSIVE AND MULTILATERAL AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION (AEOI) THE INCOME TAX (INTERNATIONAL TAX COMPLIANCE AGREEMENTS) (COMMON REPORTING STANDARD) REGULATIONS 2016 (THE “CRS REGULATION”) HAS BEEN PROMULGATED TO ALLOW SINGAPORE TO IMPLEMENT THE CRS WITH EFFECT FROM 01 JANUARY 2017. SINGAPORE HAS COMMITTED TO COMMENCE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION UNDER THE CRS IN 2008.

THE CRS REGULATIONS REQUIRE CERTAIN SINGAPORE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (AS DEFINED IN THE CRS REGULATIONS) TO IDENTIFY FINANCIAL ASSET HOLDERS AND ESTABLISH IF THEY ARE RESIDENT FOR TAX PURPOSES IN COUNTRIES WITH WHICH SINGAPORE HAS A TAX INFORMATION SHARING AGREEMENT. THE SINGAPORE FINANCIAL INSTITUTION WILL THEN REPORT FINANCIAL ACCOUNT INFORMATION OF THE ASSET HOLDER TO THE SINGAPORE TAX AUTHORITIES, WHICH WILL THEREAFTER AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFER THIS INFORMATION TO CERTAIN COMPETENT FOREIGN TAX AUTHORITIES ON A YEARLY BASIS.

YOUR INFORMATION MAY THEREFORE BE REPORTED TO THE SINGAPORE AND OTHER RELEVANT TAX AUTHORITIES IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE RULES AND REGULATIONS. SINGAPORE HAS COMMITTED TO COMMENCE THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE CRS IN 2018 IN RELATION TO INFORMATION RELATED TO THE CALENDAR YEAR 2017.

ACCORDINGLY, THE MANAGERS AND/OR THE REGISTRAR AND TRANSFER AGENT WILL REQUIRE YOU TO PROVIDE, INTER ALIA, INFORMATION IN RELATION TO YOUR IDENTITY AND TAX RESIDENCE OF YOUR ACCOUNT (AND YOUR CONTROLLING PERSON, IF ANY), ACCOUNT DETAILS, REPORTING ENTITY, ACCOUNT BALANCE/VALUE AND INCOME/SALE OR REDEMPTION PROCEEDS, AND THE RELEVANT INFORMATION WILL THEN BE REPORTED TO THE SINGAPORE AND OTHER RELEVANT TAX AUTHORITIES FOR PURPOSE OF COMPLYING WITH THE CRS REGULATIONS.

YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS ON THE POSSIBLE TAX AND OTHER CONSEQUENCES WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CRS.

UNITED STATES

AS AT THE DATE OF THIS IM, NO STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO ALLOW PUBLIC OFFERING OF THE UNITS IN ANY JURISDICTION IN WHICH SUCH MEASURES WOULD BE NECESSARY, AND IN PARTICULAR THE UNITS HAVE NOT BEEN, AND WILL NOT BE, REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 (OF THE UNITED STATES) (“US SECURITIES ACT”) OR THE SECURITIES LAWS OF THE STATES OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE UNITS MAY NOT BE OFFERED OR SOLD DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY IN THE UNITED STATES TO OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OR BENEFIT OF ANY U.S PERSON (AS DEFINED IN REGULATION S UNDER THE US SECURITIES ACT AS AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME), EXCEPT PURSUANT TO AN EXCEPTION FROM, OR IN A TRANSACTION NOT SUBJECT TO THE REGULATORY REQUIREMENT OF, THE SECURITIES ACT AND ANY APPLICABLE STATE SECURITIES LAW. ANY RE-OFFER OR RESALE OF ANY OF THE UNITS IN THE UNITED STATES OR TO U.S PERSONS MAY CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION OF THE U.S LAW, AND A REQUEST FOR SUBSCRIPTION MAY BE REFUSED ON THIS GROUND.
FOREIGN ACCOUNT TAX COMPLIANCE ACT ("FATCA")

THE FATCA WAS ENACTED ON 18 MARCH 2010 AS PART OF THE HIRING INCENTIVE TO RESTORE EMPLOYMENT ACT. IT INCLUDES PROVISION UNDER WHICH THE MANAGER AS A FOREIGN FINANCIAL INSTITUTION ("FFI") MAY BE REQUIRED TO REPORT TO THE U.S INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE ("IRS") CERTAIN INFORMATION ABOUT THE UNITS HELD BY THE U.S PERSONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF FATCA AND TO COLLECT ADDITIONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION FOR THIS PURPOSE. FFIS THAT DID NOT ENTER INTO ANY AGREEMENT WITH THE IRS AND COMPLY WITH THE FATCA REGIME COULD BE SUBJECT TO 30% WITHHOLDING TAX ON ANY PAYMENT OF U.S. SOURCE INCOME AS WELL AS ON THE GROSS PROCEEDS DERIVING FROM THE SALE OF SECURITIES GENERATING U.S INCOME MADE TO THE FUND.


IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH ITS FATCA OBLIGATIONS, FROM 01 JULY 2014, THE FUND MAY BE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN CERTAIN INFORMATION FROM ITS INVESTORS SO AS TO ASCERTAIN THEIR U.S TAX STATUS. IF THE INVESTOR IS A SPECIFIED U.S PERSON UNDER THE PROVISION OF FATCA, U.S OWNED NON U.S ENTITY, NON-PARTICIPATING FFI OR DOES NOT PROVIDE THE REQUISITE DOCUMENTATION, THE FUND WILL NEED TO REPORT INFORMATION ON THESE INVESTORS TO THE INLAND REVENUE AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS, WHICH WILL IN TURN REPORT THIS TO THE IRS.

HOLDERS SHOULD NOTE THAT UNDER THE FATCA LEGISLATION, THE DEFINITION OF "SPECIFIED U.S PERSON" WILL INCLUDE A WIDER RANGE OF INVESTORS THAN THE CURRENT U.S PERSON DEFINITION. INVESTORS SHOULD CONSULT WITH THEIR TAX ADVISORS REGARDING THE APPLICATION OF FATCA TO THEIR INVESTMENT. INVESTORS SHOULD CHECK WITH THE MANAGER OR THEIR APPOINTED AGENTS OR DISTRIBUTORS WITH REGARD TO THE DOCUMENTATION THAT MAY BE REQUIRED FOR THE PURPOSE OF FATCA.

INDIA SELLING RESTRICTIONS

INVESTORS IN INDIA SHOULD NOTE THAT GENERALLY, PERSONS AND RESIDENT OF INDIA, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 2(V) OF THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE MANAGEMENT ACT (FEMA), 1999 OF INDIA ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO INVEST IN THE FUND. THIS INFORMATION MEMORANDUM HAS NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE BOARD OF INDIA AND INVESTORS WHO RESIDE IN INDIA (AS DEFINED IN SECTION 2(V) OF THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE MANAGEMENT ACT (FEMA), 1999) ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY INVEST IN THE FUND.

NOTICE TO RESIDENTS OF HONG KONG

THE CONTENTS OF THIS IM HAVE NOT BEEN REVIEWED OR APPROVED BY ANY REGULATORY AUTHORITY IN HONG KONG. THIS IM DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OR INVITATION TO THE PUBLIC IN HONG KONG TO ACQUIRE UNITS. ACCORDINGLY, UNLESS PERMITTED BY THE SECURITIES LAWS OF HONG KONG, NO PERSON MAY ISSUE OR HAVE IN ITS POSSESSION FOR THE PURPOSES OF ISSUE, THIS IM OR ANY ADVERTISEMENT, INVITATION OR DOCUMENT RELATING TO UNITS, WHETHER IN HONG KONG OR ELSEWHERE, WHICH IS DIRECTED AT, OR THE CONTENTS OF WHICH ARE LIKELY TO BE ACCESSED OR READ BY, THE PUBLIC IN HONG KONG OTHER THAN IN RELATION TO UNITS WHICH ARE INTENDED TO BE DISPOSED OF ONLY TO PERSONS OUTSIDE HONG KONG OR ONLY TO "PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS" (AS SUCH TERM IS DEFINED IN THE SECURITIES AND FUTURES ORDINANCE OF HONG KONG (CAP. 571) (THE "SFO") AND THE SUBSIDIARY LEGISLATION MADE THEREUNDER) OR IN CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH DO NOT RESULT IN THIS IM BEING A "PROSPECTUS" AS DEFINED IN THE COMPANIES ORDINANCES OF HONG KONG (CAP. 32) (THE "CO") OR WHICH DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OR AN INVITATION TO THE PUBLIC FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE SFO OR THE CO. THE OFFER OF UNITS IS PERSONAL TO THE PERSON TO WHOM THIS IM HAS BEEN DELIVERED BY OR ON BEHALF OF THE SUB-FUNDS, AND A SUBSCRIPTION FOR UNITS WILL ONLY BE ACCEPTED FROM
SUCH PERSON. NO PERSON TO WHOM A COPY OF THIS IM IS ISSUED MAY ISSUE, CIRCULATE OR DISTRIBUTE THIS IM IN HONG KONG OR MAKE OR GIVE A COPY OF THIS IM TO ANY OTHER PERSON. YOU ARE ADVISED TO EXERCISE CAUTION IN RELATION TO THE OFFER. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT ABOUT ANY OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS IM, YOU SHOULD OBTAIN INDEPENDENT PROFESSIONAL ADVICE.

NOTICE TO HOLDERS IN SWITZERLAND IN RELATION TO ASK INVESTMENT FUND – ASK INDIA OPPORTUNITIES FUND 1 (REFERRED TO AS THE “SUB-FUND” IN THIS SECTION)

THE SUB-FUND IS CONSIDERED A FOREIGN INVESTMENT SCHEME PURSUANT TO ART. 119 OF THE SWISS FEDERAL COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES ACT (“CISA”). NO APPLICATION HAS BEEN SUBMITTED TO THE FEDERAL FINANCIAL MARKET SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY (“FINMA”) TO OBTAIN APPROVAL WITHIN THE MEANING OF ART. 120 CISA TO PUBLICLY ADVERTISE, OFFER OR DISTRIBUTE THE INVESTMENT IN OR FROM SWITZERLAND, AND NO OTHER STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN IN THIS DIRECTION. AS A RESULT, THE INVESTMENT IS NOT REGISTERED WITH FINMA. ANY OFFER OR SALE MUST THEREFORE BE IN STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH SWISS LAW, AND IN PARTICULAR WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES ACT AND ITS IMPLEMENTING ORDINANCES, AND FINMA CIRCULAR 2013/9 ON DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES. PURSUANT TO THE COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES ACT AND ITS IMPLEMENTING ORDINANCES, THE UNITS MAY NOT BE OFFERED, MARKETED OR DISTRIBUTED TO THE PUBLIC IN OR FROM SWITZERLAND, BUT ONLY TO QUALIFIED INVESTORS ACCORDING TO ART. 10 SECTIONS 3, 3BIS AND 3TER CISA.

SWISS REPRESENTATIVE:

OLIGO SWISS FUND SERVICES SA OF AVENUE VILLAMONT 17, 1005 LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND HAS BEEN APPOINTED AS SWISS REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SUB-FUND.

PAYING AGENT IN SWITZERLAND:

BANQUE CANTONALE DE GENEVE HAS BEEN APPOINTED AS PAYING AGENT OF THE SUB-FUND IN SWITZERLAND.

PLACE WHERE THE RELEVANT DOCUMENTS MAY BE OBTAINED


RETROCESSIONS

RETROCESSIONS ARE DEEMED TO BE PAYMENTS AND OTHER SOFT COMMISSIONS PAID BY THE SUB-FUND AND ITS AGENTS FOR DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES IN RESPECT OF UNITS IN THE SUB-FUND. RETROCESSIONS ARE NORMALLY PAID FROM THE MANAGEMENT FEE, THE PERFORMANCE FEE AND/OR THE DISTRIBUTION FEE, AND ON THE BASIS OF A WRITTEN CONTRACT.

IN RESPECT OF DISTRIBUTION IN SWITZERLAND, THE GRANTING OF RETROCESSIONS IS PERMITTED, IRRESPECTIVE OF THE CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RECIPIENT OF THE RETROCESSION AND THE HOLDER AND IRRESPECTIVE OF WHETHER THE SERVICE QUALIFIES AS DISTRIBUTION OR IS NOT DEEMED TO BE DISTRIBUTION PURSUANT TO ART. 3 CISA.

IN RESPECT OF DISTRIBUTION IN SWITZERLAND, THE MANAGER AND ITS REPRESENTATIVES COULD PAY RETROCESSIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES TO DISTRIBUTORS OR DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS.

THE RECIPIENTS OF THE RETROCESSIONS MUST ENSURE TRANSPARENT DISCLOSURE AND INFORM INVESTORS, UNSOLICITED AND FREE OF CHARGE, ABOUT THE AMOUNT OF
REMUNERATION THEY MAY RECEIVE FOR DISTRIBUTION. ON REQUEST, THE RECEPIENTS OF RETROCESSIONS MUST DISCLOSE THE AMOUNTS THEY ACTUALLY RECEIVE FOR DISTRIBUTING THE COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES OF THE INVESTORS CONCERNED.

REBATES

REBATES ARE DEFINED AS PAYMENTS BY THE SUB-FUND AND ITS AGENTS DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY TO HOLDERS FROM A FEE OR COST CHARGED TO THE SUB-FUND WITH THE PURPOSE OF REDUCING THE SAID FEE OR COST TO A CONTRACTUALLY AGREED AMOUNT.

IN RESPECT OF DISTRIBUTION IN OR FROM SWITZERLAND, HOLDERS MAY BE GRANTED REBATES ON THE FEES OR COSTS PROVIDED THAT:

- REBATES ARE PAID FROM FEES RECEIVED BY THE MANAGER, THE INVESTMENT ADVISER OR THEIR RESPECTIVE AFFILIATES AND THEREFORE DO NOT REPRESENT AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE ON THE ASSETS OF THE SUB-FUND;
- REBATES ARE GRANTED ON THE BASIS OF OBJECTIVE CRITERIA; AND
- ALL HOLDERS WHO MEET THESE OBJECTIVE CRITERIA AND DEMAND REBATES ARE ALSO GRANTED THESE WITHIN THE SAME TIMEFRAME AND TO THE SAME EXTENT.

THE OBJECTIVE CRITERIA FOR THE GRANTING OF REBATES BY THE MANAGER ARE AS FOLLOWS:

- THE VOLUME SUBSCRIBED BY THE HOLDER OR THE TOTAL VOLUME THEY HOLD IN THE SUB-FUND;
- THE AMOUNT OF THE FEES GENERATED BY THE HOLDER; AND/OR
- THE HOLDER’S WILLINGNESS TO PROVIDE SUPPORT IN THE LAUNCH PHASE OF THE SUB-FUND.


PLACE OF EXECUTION AND JURISDICTION:

THE PLACE OF EXECUTION AND JURISDICTION FOR ANY DISPUTES RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE UNITS OF THE SUB-FUND IN AND FROM SWITZERLAND SHALL BE THE REGISTERED OFFICE OF THE REPRESENTATIVE IN SWITZERLAND.

INDONESIA

THIS IM NEITHER CONSTITUTES AN OFFER NOR SOLICITATION TO ANY INDONESIAN CITIZENS, NATIONALS OR CORPORATIONS, WHEREVER LOCATED, OR ENTITIES OR RESIDENTS IN INDONESIA (“INDONESIAN CITIZENS”) TO THE EXTENT SUCH OFFER OR SOLICITATION CONSTITUTES A PUBLIC OFFERING UNDER THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF INDONESIA. THIS IM MAY NOT BE PHOTOCOPIED, REPRODUCED, PUBLISHED OR CIRCULATED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN INDONESIA OR TO THE INDONESIAN CITIZENS IN A MANNER WHICH CONSTITUTES A PUBLIC OFFERING UNDER THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF INDONESIA. THE FUND, MANAGER AND ITS AFFILIATES DISCLAIM ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY COPY OF THIS IM THAT HAS BEEN IMPROPERLY AND ILLEGALLY PHOTOCOPIED, REPRODUCED, PUBLISHED OR CIRCULATED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN INDONESIA OR TO THE INDONESIAN CITIZENS IN A MANNER WHICH CONSTITUTES A PUBLIC OFFERING UNDER THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF INDONESIA. UNITS WILL NOT BE OFFERED OR SOLD, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, TO THE INDONESIAN CITIZENS IN A MANNER WHICH CONSTITUTES A PUBLIC OFFERING UNDER THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF INDONESIA.
PHILIPPINES

THE UNITS BEING OFFERED OR SOLD HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE PHILIPPINE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION UNDER THE PHILIPPINE SECURITIES REGULATION CODE (THE "SRC"). ANY FUTURE OFFER OR SALE THEREOF IS SUBJECT TO REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE SRC UNLESS SUCH OFFER OR SALE QUALIFIES AS AN EXEMPT TRANSACTION.

THE UNITS ARE BEING SOLD TO THE INVESTOR ON THE UNDERSTANDING THAT IT IS A "QUALIFIED BUYER" AS DEFINED UNDER 10.1(L) OF THE SRC, AND CONSEQUENTLY THIS TRANSACTION IS EXEMPT FROM REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS.

BY A PURCHASE OF A UNIT, THE INVESTOR WILL BE DEEMED TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE ISSUE OF, OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE OF, OR INVITATION TO SUBSCRIBE FOR OR PURCHASE, SUCH UNIT WAS MADE OUTSIDE THE PHILIPPINES.

MALAYSIA

NO APPROVAL OR RECOGNITION FROM THE SECURITIES COMMISSION OF MALAYSIA HAS BEEN APPLIED FOR OR WILL BE OBTAINED UNDER THE CAPITAL MARKETS AND SERVICES ACT 2007 FOR THE MAKING AVAILABLE, OFFERING FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE OF OR ISSUING INVITATION TO SUBSCRIBE FOR OR PURCHASE THE UNITS ON THE BASIS THAT, AND, THE UNITS WILL NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE, OFFERED FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE OF, OR SOLD WITHIN MALAYSIA TO ANY PERSON.

ACCORDINGLY ON THE SAME BASIS, THIS IM OR ANY AMENDMENT OR SUPPLEMENT HERETO OR ANY OTHER INVITATION, ADVERTISEMENT, OFFERING DOCUMENT OR OTHER DOCUMENT IN RELATION TO THE UNITS HAVE NOT BEEN NOR WILL THEY BE REGISTERED WITH THE SECURITIES COMMISSION OF MALAYSIA AND MAY THEREFORE NOT BE ISSUED, CIRCULATED, DISSEMINATED OR DISTRIBUTED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY TO ANY PERSON WITHIN MALAYSIA FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANY OFFER OF THE UNITS AND NO PERSON MAY MAKE AVAILABLE, OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE OR ISSUE INVITATION TO SUBSCRIBE FOR OR PURCHASE, ANY OF THE UNITS DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY TO ANY PERSON WITHIN MALAYSIA. ADDITIONALLY, NO PERSON MAY ACCEPT ANY OFFER TO SUBSCRIBE OR A SOLICITATION TO PURCHASE, ANY OF THE UNITS WITHIN MALAYSIA.

BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

THIS IM IS A PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM WITH REGARDS TO THE PURCHASE OR SUBSCRIPTION OF UNITS IN THE FUND ("UNITS") AND IS ADDRESSED TO A SPECIFIC AND SELECTED CLASS OF INVESTORS ONLY WHO ARE EITHER AN ACCREDITED INVESTOR, AN EXPERT INVESTOR OR AN INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR AS DEFINED IN THE SECURITIES MARKETS ORDER, 2013 AT THEIR REQUEST SO THAT THEY MAY CONSIDER AN INVESTMENT AND SUBSCRIPTION IN THE FUND. THIS IM IS NOT ISSUED TO THE PUBLIC OR ANY CLASS OR SECTION OF THE PUBLIC IN BRUNEI. IF YOU ARE SUCH A PERSON, YOU MAY NOT RECEIVE, USE OR RELY ON THE IM.

THIS IM, AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENT, CIRCULAR, NOTICE OR OTHER MATERIALS ISSUED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, SHALL NOT BE DISTRIBUTED OR REDISTRIBUTED, PUBLISHED OR ADVERTISED, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, TO, AND SHALL NOT BE RELIED UPON OR USED BY, THE PUBLIC OR ANY MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC IN BRUNEI DARUSSALAM.

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE SET FORTH HEREIN, THIS IM DOES NOT AND IS NOT INTENDED TO BE A COMMITMENT, ADVICE OR RECOMMENDATION TO PURCHASE OR SUBSCRIBE FOR THE UNITS AND MAY NOT BE USED FOR OR TO BE CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER TO SELL OR AN
INVITATION OR SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY AND/OR SUBSCRIBE FOR THE UNITS AND IS FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES OF THE RECIPIENT ONLY.

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE SET FORTH HEREIN, ALL OFFERS, ACCEPTANCES, SUBSCRIPTIONS, SALES, AND ALLOTMENTS OF THE UNITS OR ANY PART THEREOF SHALL BE MADE OUTSIDE BRUNEI. DEALING IN INVESTMENTS, ARRANGING DEALS IN INVESTMENTS, MANAGING SECURITIES AND THE GIVING OF INVESTMENT ADVICE IN AND FROM BRUNEI DARUSSALAM ARE REGULATED ACTIVITIES UNDER THE SECURITIES MARKET ORDER, 2013. UNLESS EXEMPTED, SUCH REGULATED ACTIVITIES MAY ONLY BE CARRIED OUT IN BRUNEI DARUSSALAM BY A PERSON WHO HOLDS A CAPITAL MARKET SERVICES LICENCE.

THIS IM AND THE UNITS HAVE NOT BEEN DELIVERED TO, REGISTERED WITH, OR LICENSED OR APPROVED BY THE AUTORITI MONETARI BRUNEI DARUSSALAM, THE AUTHORITY DESIGNATED UNDER THE SECURITIES MARKETS ORDER, 2013 OR BY ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCY, OR UNDER ANY OTHER LAW, IN BRUNEI DARUSSALAM.

NOTHING IN THIS IM SHALL CONSTITUTE LEGAL, TAX, ACCOUNTING OR INVESTMENT ADVICE. THE RECIPIENT SHOULD INDEPENDENTLY EVALUATE ANY SPECIFIC INVESTMENT IN CONSULTATION WITH PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS IN LAW, TAX, ACCOUNTING AND INVESTMENTS.

THAILAND

THIS IM IS PROVIDED TO YOU SOLELY AT YOUR REQUEST AND IS NOT INTENDED TO BE AN OFFER, SALE, RECOMMENDATION OR INVITATION FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE OF UNITS REFERRED IN THIS IM BY THE PUBLIC IN THAILAND. THIS IM AND THE UNITS REFERRED IN THIS IM HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE APPROVED BY, OR FILED OR REGISTERED WITH THE OFFICE OF THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION OF THAILAND OR OTHER RELEVANT AUTHORITIES IN THAILAND. ACCORDINGLY, THIS IM AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS IN CONNECTION WITH THE OFFER, SALE, RECOMMENDATION OR INVITATION FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE OF THE UNITS MAY NOT BE CIRCULATED OR DISTRIBUTED, NOR MAY UNITS BE OFFERED OR SOLD, OR BE MADE THE SUBJECT OF A RECOMMENDATION OR INVITATION FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE, WHETHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, BY THE PUBLIC IN THAILAND. THIS IM IS STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED OR USE FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE AND NOT BE PROVIDED TO ANY PERSON OTHER THAN THE RECEPIENT THEREOF. NEITHER THE FUND, ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES OR ANY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE REPRESENTATIVES MAINTAIN ANY LICENSE, AUTHORIZATION OR REGISTRATION IN THAILAND NOR IS THE FUND REGISTERED IN THAILAND.

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

THIS IM DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A PUBLIC OFFER OF THE UNITS, WHETHER BY WAY OF SALE OR SUBSCRIPTION IN THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (THE “PRC”). RESTRICTIONS EXIST ON THE OFFERING, DISTRIBUTION, TRANSFER AND RESALE OF THE UNITS WITHIN THE PRC, AND THE UNITS MAY NOT BE OFFERED, DISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD TO THE PUBLIC WITHIN THE PRC, OR TO LEGAL OR NATURAL PERSONS WITHIN THE PRC. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS LEGEND, THE PRC DOES NOT INCLUDE HONG KONG, MACAU OR TAIWAN.

UAE

BY RECEIVING THIS DOCUMENT/PROSPECTUS/MEMORANDUM, THE PERSON OR ENTITY TO WHOM IT HAS BEEN ISSUED UNDERSTANDS, ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT THIS DOCUMENT/PROSPECTUS/MEMORANDUM OR ANY OF ITS ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN APPROVED BY THE UAE SECURITIES AND COMMODITIES AUTHORITY (“SCA”) UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SCA’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS DECISION NO. 37 OF 2012 OR ANY OTHER GOVERNING AUTHORITY IN THE UAE, AND MAY NOT BE DISTRIBUTED IN THE UAE EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH RELEVANT EXEMPTIONS SET OUT IN THE REGULATIONS/DECISIONS ISSUED BY THE SCA/SUCH OTHER GOVERNING AUTHORITY OR UNLESS (1) THE PROVISIONS OF THE SCA BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ CHAIRMAN DECISION NO. 9/R.M. OF 2016 CONCERNING

NEW ZEALAND

UNITES ARE NOT BEING, AND WILL NOT BE, OFFERED OR SOLD IN NEW ZEALAND TO PERSONS OTHER THAN “WHOLESALE INVESTORS” WITHIN THE MEANING OF CLAUSE 3(2) OF SCHEDULE 1 TO THE FINANCIAL MARKETS CONDUCT ACT 2013 (“FMCA”) WHICH COVERS “INVESTMENT BUSINESSES”, PERSONS MEETING THE “INVESTMENT ACTIVITY CRITERIA”, “LARGE” PERSONS AND “GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES” AS DEFINED IN EACH CASE IN SCHEDULE 1 OF THE FMCA. APPLICATIONS OR ANY REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION FROM PERSONS IN NEW ZEALAND WHO DO NOT MEET THE ABOVE CRITERIA WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

IF YOU ARE A NEW ZEALAND INVESTOR, AND APPLY FOR UNITS, YOU AGREE THAT YOU WILL NOT SELL YOUR UNITS WITHIN 12 MONTHS AFTER THEY ARE ISSUED, IN CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE DISCLOSURE WOULD BE REQUIRED UNDER PART 3 OF THE FINANCIAL MARKETS CONDUCT ACT 2013 OR IN ANY OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES IN CONTRAVENTION OF THE FMCA.

AUSTRALIA

THE FUND IS NOT, AND IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE, A REGISTERED MANAGED INVESTMENT SCHEME WITHIN THE MEANING OF CHAPTER 5C OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 (CTH) (THE “CORPORATIONS ACT”). THIS IM HAS NOT BEEN LODGED WITH OR APPROVED BY THE AUSTRALIAN SECURITIES AND INVESTMENTS COMMISSION OR ANY OTHER AUSTRALIAN REGULATOR.

THIS IM IS NOT A DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT UNDER CHAPTER 6D OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT OR PRODUCT DISCLOSURE STATEMENT UNDER CHAPTER 7 OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT. IT IS NOT REQUIRED TO, AND DOES NOT, CONTAIN ALL THE INFORMATION WHICH WOULD BE REQUIRED IN A DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT OR PRODUCT DISCLOSURE STATEMENT. ACCORDINGLY, UNITS IN THE FUND MAY NOT BE OFFERED, ISSUED, SOLD OR DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA OTHER THAN BY WAY OF OR PURSUANT TO AN OFFER OR INVITATION THAT DOES NOT NEED DISCLOSURE TO INVESTORS EITHER UNDER PART 7.9 OR PART 6D.2 OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT. NOTHING IN THIS IM CONSTITUTES AN OFFER OF INTERESTS OR FINANCIAL PRODUCT ADVICE TO A “RETAIL CLIENT” (AS DEFINED IN SECTION 761G OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT AND APPLICABLE REGULATIONS).

THIS IM HAS NOT BEEN PREPARED SPECIFICALLY FOR AUSTRALIAN INVESTORS. IT:

- MAY CONTAIN REFERENCES TO DOLLAR AMOUNTS WHICH ARE NOT AUSTRALIAN DOLLARS;
MAY CONTAIN FINANCIAL INFORMATION WHICH IS NOT PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AUSTRALIAN LAW OR PRACTICES;
MAY NOT ADDRESS RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTMENT IN FOREIGN CURRENCY DENOMINATED INVESTMENTS; AND
DOES NOT ADDRESS AUSTRALIAN TAX ISSUES.

THIS IM HAS BEEN PREPARED WITHOUT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ANY INVESTOR'S INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES, FINANCIAL SITUATION OR PARTICULAR NEEDS. BEFORE ACTING ON THE INFORMATION IN THIS IM, THE INVESTOR SHOULD CONSIDER ITS APPROPRIATENESS HAVING REGARD TO THEIR INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES, FINANCIAL SITUATION AND NEEDS.

THE ISSUER OF THIS IM DOES NOT HOLD AN AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL SERVICES LICENCE AND IS NOT LICENSED IN AUSTRALIA TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL PRODUCT ADVICE INCLUDING IN RELATION TO THE UNITS IN THE FUND. NO COOLING OFF RIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE.

OTHER JURISDICTIONS

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THIS INFORMATION MEMORANDUM AND THE OFFERING OF THE UNITS IS RESTRICTED IN CERTAIN JURISDICTIONS. THIS INFORMATION MEMORANDUM DOES NOT CONSTITUTE OR FORM PART OF ANY OFFER OR INVITATION TO SELL OR ISSUE, OR ANY SOLICITATION OF ANY OFFER TO PURCHASE OR SUBSCRIBE FOR, ANY OF THE UNITS IN THE SUB-FUNDS BY ANYONE IN ANY JURISDICTION IN WHICH SUCH AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION IS NOT AUTHORISED OR MAY NOT LAWFULLY BE MADE (WITHOUT COMPLIANCE WITH ANY REGISTRATION OR OTHER LEGAL REQUIREMENTS) OR IN WHICH THE PERSON MAKING SUCH OFFER OR SOLICITATION IS NOT QUALIFIED TO DO SO OR TO ANY PERSON TO WHOM IT IS UNLAWFUL TO MAKE SUCH OFFER IN ANY JURISDICTION. UNITS THAT ARE ACQUIRED BY PERSONS NOT ENTITLED TO HOLD THEM WILL BE COMPULSORILY REDEEMED. THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS FOR GENERAL GUIDANCE ONLY, IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF ALL PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS INTERESTED IN SUBSCRIBING FOR THE UNITS TO INFORM THEMSELVES AS TO ANY INCOME OR OTHER TAX CONSEQUENCES ARISING IN THE JURISDICTIONS IN WHICH THEY ARE RESIDENT OR DOMICILED OR HAVE ANY OTHER PRESENCE FOR TAX PURPOSES, AS WELL AS ANY FOREIGN EXCHANGE OR OTHER FISCAL, OR LEGAL OR REGULATORY RESTRICTIONS WHICH ARE RELEVANT TO THEIR PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES IN CONNECTION WITH THE ACQUISITION, HOLDING OR DISPOSAL OF THE UNITS. THE FUND HAS NO PRESENT PLANS TO APPLY FOR ANY CERTIFICATIONS OR REGISTRATIONS, OR TO TAKE ANY OTHER ACTIONS, UNDER THE LAWS OF ANY JURISDICTION WHICH WOULD AFFORD RELIEF TO LOCAL INVESTORS THEREIN FROM THE NORMAL TAX / REGULATORY REGIME OTHERWISE APPLICABLE TO AN INVESTMENT IN THE UNITS OFFERED FOR SALE BY WAY OF THE INFORMATION MEMORANDUM.

PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

Personal data or information provided by investors to the Manager and/or the Trustee (whether directly or through their appointed agents or distributors) in connection with the subscription for Units (the “Data”) may be held by the Manager, the Trustee and/or their related corporations (as defined under Section 6 of the Companies Act (Cap. 50) of Singapore) (the “Recipient”) and/or any third party engaged by the Recipient to provide administrative, computer or other services to the Fund. Each of the foregoing persons may collect, use, disclose, process and maintain such Data for purposes which may include but not limited to (i) maintaining the register of Holders, (ii) processing applications for subscriptions, redemptions and switching of Units and payments to Holders, (iii) monitoring late trading and market timing practices, (iv) complying with applicable anti-money laundering rules and regulations, (v) complying with any legal, governmental or regulatory requirements of any relevant jurisdiction (including any disclosure or notification requirements), (vi) complying with the requirements or directions of any regulatory authority, (vii) providing client-related services, including customer support and dissemination of notices and reports, (viii) such purposes as set out in the Appendix relating to a Sub-Fund, if any, and (ix) such other purposes set out in the Manager's and/or the Trustee's data protection policy or data privacy statement (as each may be amended from time to time). Subject to applicable laws and regulations, such Data may be transferred to other countries or territories outside Singapore. All such Data may be retained after Units held by the relevant Holder have been redeemed. All individual investors have the right to access their
Data and submit requests for the correction of any Data that are inaccurate or incomplete. Any investor wishing to access their Data or request a correction should contact the Trustee and/or the Manager in writing at info@ask-capital.com (whose details are set out in the Directory).

Investors may refuse to consent to the collection, use, transfer and disclosure of the Data. Where such refusal is made, the Manager is entitled to reject any application to subscribe to Units submitted by the investor concerned.

Investors may, after consenting to the collection, use, transfer and disclosure of their Data, withdraw their consent by giving notice in writing to the Manager. Investors should note that a notice of withdrawal of consent submitted by a Holder shall (1) also be deemed to be a request for redemption of all Units held by such Holder and (2) not prevent the continued use, transfer or disclosure of Data for the purposes of compliance with any legal, governmental or regulatory requirements of any relevant jurisdiction.

Please note that any notice for withdrawal of consent or objection to use given to the Manager’s agents or distributors is not deemed effective notice to the Manager.

Please note that any personal data or information provided by you in the subscription documents or otherwise in connection with an application to subscribe for units, as well as details of your holdings will be stored in digital form and processed in compliance with the relevant law on data protection, including where applicable, the Personal Data Protection Act 2012 (No. 26 of 2012) of Singapore (“PDPA”) and such personal data may be disclosed to the following parties:

1. To any other company within the ASK Group (as well as respective agents, e.g. processing, paying or mailing agents) which may be based in countries where privacy law do not exist or provide less protection than the laws of Singapore; and/or

2. To authorities and regulatory bodies whether in Singapore or outside Singapore, when required by applicable law and regulation including anti-money legislation for the purpose of the application of FATCA regulations and/or when required by local legislation including regulations implementing the CRS.

By subscribing or purchasing units in the Sub-Funds, you hereby consent to the aforementioned collection, use, disclosure and/or processing of your personal data for the purposes and the disclosure of such personal data to the organisation stated above where applicable and agree that they will answer some mandatory questions and provide certain requested information and documents for the purpose of complying with FATCA and the CRS Regulations.

GENERAL

All enquiries in relation to the Fund or the Sub-Funds should be directed to the Manager, or any agent or distributor appointed by the Manager.

The Trust Deed gives powers to the Trustee and/or the Manager to compulsorily require the redemption or transfer of Units held by any person as described in the section headed “6.8 COMPULSORY REDEMPTIONS OF UNITS.” The Manager, its related entities and their employees may from time to time hold positions in any of the Sub-Funds. Investors should also consider the risks of investing in each of the Sub-Funds that are set out in this IM and the relevant Appendix.

Any information given or representation made by any dealer, salesman or other person and (in every case) not contained herein should be regarded as unauthorised and, accordingly, should not be relied upon. Neither the delivery of this IM nor the offer, issue or sale of Units shall, under any circumstances, constitute a representation that the information contained in this IM is correct as of any time subsequent to the date hereof.

Potential subscribers of Units should inform themselves as to (i) the possible tax consequences, (ii) the legal requirements and (iii) any foreign exchange restrictions or exchange control requirements which they might encounter under the laws of the countries of their citizenship, residence, incorporation or domicile and which might be relevant to the subscription, holding or disposal of Units.
This IM is intended solely for the use of the person to whom it has been delivered for the purpose of evaluating a possible investment by the recipient in the Units, and is not to be reproduced or distributed to any other persons (other than professional consultants advising the prospective investor receiving this IM).

Please note that this IM must be read together with the relevant Appendix which relates to a specific Sub-Fund. The Appendix sets out the details relating to the Sub-Fund which may include, without limitation, specific information on the Sub-Fund and additional terms, conditions and restrictions applicable to the Sub-Fund. In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of an Appendix and the IM, the provisions of the Appendix will apply.

Risk Factors

Investing in the Sub-Funds requires consideration of the normal risks involved in the investment and participation of securities. Details of the risk involved are set out in the IM. Investors should consider these risks carefully before making an investment decision.

Investors should seek professional advice to ascertain the following:

1. Possible tax consequences.
2. Legal requirements.
3. Any foreign exchange restrictions or exchange control requirements which may encounter under the laws of the countries of the citizenship, residence or domicile and which may be relevant to the subscription, holding or disposal of units.
4. Prospective investors should not treat the contents of this Information memorandum as advice relating to investment, legal or taxation matters and must rely on their own legal counsel and accountants or other representatives as to legal, tax and related matters concerning the fund as investment therein.

Disclaimer on Forward-looking Statements

Certain statements in this IM may constitute “forward-looking statements”, including those using words such as “believe”, “anticipate”, “should”, “intend”, “plan”, “will”, “expects”, “estimates”, “projects”, “positioned”, “strategy”, and similar expressions that are based on the Manager’s beliefs, as well as assumptions made by, and information currently available to the Fund. Similarly, statements that describe the Manager’s objectives, plans or goals also are forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements, to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding present and future business strategies and the environment in which the Manager or the investee companies will operate in the future. Important assumptions and factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated or projected, forecasted, estimated or budgeted in or expressed or implied by such projections and forward-looking statements, include, among others, changes in competitors’ pricing and other competitive strategies; general economic and political changes in laws and regulations that apply to the Indian investee companies. The forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this offering circular. The Manager expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any changes in the Manager’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statements are based.
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1. **DEFINITIONS**

**Accounting Date**

The 31st day of March in each year or such other day as the directors of the Manager may determine from time to time.

**Accounting Period**

A period ending on and including an Accounting Date and beginning on the day following the immediately preceding Accounting Date or, in the case of the first Accounting Period, from the date of establishment of the Fund.

**Accredited Investor**

An "accredited investor", as defined in section 4A of the SFA, includes,

(i) an individual —

(A) whose net personal assets exceed in value $2 million (or its equivalent in a foreign currency) or such other amount as the Authority may prescribe in place of the first amount;

For the purpose of this category, in determining the value of net personal assets, the value of the individual’s primary residence: (i) is to be calculated by deducting any outstanding amounts in respect of any credit facility that is secured by the residence from the estimated fair market value of the residence; and (ii) is taken to be the lower of the following: (x) the value calculated under paragraph (i); or (y) $1 million.

(B) whose financial assets (net of any related liabilities) exceed in value S$1 million (or its equivalent in a foreign currency) or such other amount as the Authority may prescribe in place of the first amount, where "financial asset" means —

(i) a deposit as defined in Section 4B of the Banking Act (Cap. 19) of Singapore;

(ii) an investment product as defined in Section 2(1) of the Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110) of Singapore; or

(iii) any other asset as may be prescribed by regulations made under Section 341 of the SFA (Cap.289) of Singapore; or

(C) whose income in the preceding 12 months is not less than $300,000 (or its equivalent in a foreign currency) or such other amount as the Authority may prescribe in place of the first amount;

(ii) a corporation with net assets exceeding $10 million in value (or its equivalent in a foreign currency) or such other amount as the Authority may prescribe, in place of the first amount, as determined by —

(A) the most recent audited balance-sheet of the corporation; or
(B) where the corporation is not required to prepare audited accounts regularly, a balance-sheet of the corporation certified by the corporation as giving a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the corporation as of the date of the balance-sheet, which date shall be within the preceding 12 months;

(iii) the trustee of

(A) any trust all the beneficiaries of which are accredited investors within the meaning of Section 4A(1)(a)(i), (ii) or (iv) of the SFA;

(B) any trust all the settlors of which –
   (i) are accredited investors within the meaning of Section 4A(1)(a)(i), (ii) or (iv) of the SFA;
   (ii) have reserved to themselves all powers of investment and asset management functions under the trust; and
   (iii) have reserved to themselves the power to revoke the trust; or

(C) any trust the subject matter of which exceeds S$10 million (or its equivalent in a foreign currency) in value;

For the avoidance of doubt, any reference to “trust” in this item (c) includes a bare trust.

(iv) an entity (other than a corporation) with net assets exceeding $10 million (or its equivalent in a foreign currency) in value. For the purpose of this category, an “entity” includes an unincorporated association, a partnership and the government of any state, but does not include a trust;

(v) a partnership (other than a limited liability partnership within the meaning of the Limited Liability Partnerships Act (Cap. 163A) of Singapore) in which every partner is an accredited investor;

(vi) a corporation (as defined in Section 4(1) of the Companies Act (Cap. 50) of Singapore) the entire share capital of which is owned by one or more persons, all of whom are accredited investors;

(vii) a person who holds a joint account with an accredited investor, in respect of dealings through that joint account; or

(viii) such other person as the Authority may prescribe.

**Agent**

BNP Paribas Securities Services, operating through its Singapore branch and its successors as agents of the Manager in relation to the valuation and administration of the Fund and the Sub-Funds and BNP Paribas Trust Services Singapore Limited and its successors
as agents of the Manager in relation to the provision of transfer agency services of the Fund and the Sub-Funds (as the case may be).

Appendix

the appendix containing specific information in relation to a Sub-Fund or a Class or Classes of Units in relation thereto, which is enclosed with this IM and which forms part of this IM.

Base Currency

in relation to a Sub-Fund, the currency of account of the Sub-Fund relating thereto set out in the relevant Appendix as the Manager may from time to time determine with the approval of the Trustee.

Board

the board of directors of the Manager.

BSE

the Bombay Stock Exchange.

Business Day

any day (other than a Saturday, Sunday and gazetted public holiday) on which banks in Singapore, India and the United States of America are open for usual business, or such other day(s) as the Manager and the Trustee may agree and set out in the relevant Appendix.

Class

any class of Units of a Sub-Fund which may be designated as a class distinct from another class in the Sub-Fund, as may be determined by the Manager from time to time and set out in the relevant Appendix but each class of Units shall not constitute as a separate unit trust from the Sub-Fund within which it is established nor from the other Classes within the Sub-Fund.

Class Currency

in relation to a Class, the Base Currency of the Sub-Fund relating thereto or such other currency of account as the Manager may from time to time determine and set out in the relevant Appendix.

connected person

in relation to the Trustee, the Manager or any of its delegate / delegates (the "relevant person"), (i) any person, firm or corporation holding or beneficially entitled to 10% or more of the share capital of the relevant person, (ii) any corporation controlled by any such person, firm or corporation, (iii) any director of the relevant person or of any such corporation, or (iv) any partner of any such firm.

Dealing Day

in relation to a Sub-Fund, each Business Day or such other day or days as specified in the relevant Appendix, as the Manager may from time to time determine with the approval of the Trustee. For the avoidance of doubt, different Dealing Days may be determined in relation to the issue and redemption of Units of each Sub-Fund and also in relation to different Classes of Units, as more particularly described in the relevant Appendix.

Dealing Deadline

in relation to a Dealing Day, means such time on such Dealing Day or such other day as the Manager may from time to time determine with prior notification to the Trustee and as set out in the relevant Appendix. For the avoidance of doubt, different Dealing Deadlines may apply in relation to the issue and redemption of Units of each Sub-Fund and also in relation to different Classes of Units, as more particularly described in the relevant Appendix.

FAA

the Financial Advisers Act, Chapter 110 of Singapore.

Fund

ASK Investment Fund, an umbrella unit trust constituted in the Republic of Singapore.
Holder subject to Clause 7 of the Trust Deed, the registered holder for the time being of a Unit, including Joint Holders.

IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards issued by the International Accounting Standards Board.

Initial Offer Period in relation to a Sub-Fund or Class thereof, the initial period during which the Units of such Sub-Fund or Class are being offered to investors as described in the relevant Appendix.

Initial Subscription Price in relation to a Sub-Fund or Class thereof, the price per Unit of such Sub-Fund or Class during the Initial Offer Period as disclosed in the relevant Appendix.

Institutional Investor An "institutional investor", as defined in section 4A of the SFA, includes,

(i) a bank that is licensed under the Banking Act (Cap. 19);

(ii) a merchant bank that is approved as a financial institution under section 28 of the Monetary Authority of Singapore Act (Cap. 186);

(iii) a finance company that is licensed under the Finance Companies Act (Cap. 108);

(iv) a company or co-operative society that is licensed under the Insurance Act (Cap. 142) to carry on insurance business in Singapore;

(v) a company licensed under the Trust Companies Act (Cap. 336);

(vi) the Government of Singapore;

(vii) a statutory body as may be prescribed by regulations made under Section 341 of the SFA;

(viii) an entity that is wholly and beneficially owned, whether directly or indirectly, by a central government of a country and whose principal activity is –

(A) to manage its own funds;

(B) to manage the funds of the central government of that country (which may include the reserves of that central government and any pension or provident fund of that country); or

(C) to manage the funds (which may include the reserves of that central government and any pension or provident fund of that country) of another entity that is wholly and beneficially owned, whether directly or indirectly, by the central government of that country;

(ix) any entity –
that is wholly and beneficially owned, whether directly or indirectly, by the central government of a country; and

(B) whose funds are managed by an entity mentioned in sub-paragraph (c) above;

(x) a central bank in a jurisdiction other than Singapore;

(xi) a central government in a country other than Singapore;

(xii) an agency (of a central government in a country other than Singapore) that is incorporated or established in a country other than Singapore;

(xiii) a multilateral agency, international organisation or supranational agency as may be prescribed by regulations made under Section 341 of the SFA;

(xiv) a pension fund or collective investment scheme, whether constituted in Singapore or elsewhere;

(xv) a holder of a capital markets services licence;

(xvi) an approved exchange;

(xvii) a recognised market operator;

(xviii) an approved clearing house;

(xix) a recognised clearing house;

(xx) a licensed trade repository;

(xxi) a licensed foreign trade repository;

(xxii) an approved holding company;

(xxiii) a Depository as defined in Section 81SF of the SFA;

(xxiv) an entity or a trust formed or incorporated in a jurisdiction other than Singapore, which is regulated for the carrying on of any financial activity in that jurisdiction by a public authority of that jurisdiction that exercises a function that corresponds to a regulatory function of the MAS under the SFA, the Banking Act (Cap. 19) of Singapore, the Finance Companies Act (Cap. 108) of Singapore, the Monetary Authority of Singapore Act (Cap. 186) of Singapore, the Insurance Act (Cap. 142) of Singapore, the Trust Companies Act (Cap. 336) of Singapore, or such other Act as may be prescribed by regulations made under Section 341 of the SFA;

(xxv) a person (other than an individual) who carries on the business of dealing in bonds with accredited investors or expert investors;

(xxvi) the trustee of such trust as the MAS may prescribe, when acting in that capacity;
(xxvii) a designated market-maker (as defined in the Second Schedule to the Securities and Futures (Licensing and Conduct of Business) Regulations of Singapore);

(xxviii) a headquarters company or Finance and Treasury Centre which carries on a class of business involving fund management, where such business has been approved as a qualifying service in relation to that headquarters company or Finance and Treasury Centre under Section 43E(2)(a) or 43G(2)(a) of the Income Tax Act (Cap. 134) of Singapore, as the case may be;

(xxix) a person who undertakes fund management activity (whether in Singapore or elsewhere) on behalf of not more than 30 qualified investors (as that term is defined under the Second Schedule to the Securities and Futures (Licensing and Conduct of Business) Regulations of Singapore);

(xxx) a Service Company which carries on business as an agent of a member of Lloyd's (as defined in Regulation 2 of the Insurance (Lloyd's Asia Scheme) Regulations (Cap. 142, Rg 9) of Singapore);

(xxxi) a corporation the entire share capital of which is owned by an institutional investor or by persons all of whom are institutional investors;

(xxxii) a partnership (other than a limited liability partnership within the meaning of the Limited Liability Partnerships Act (Cap. 163A) of Singapore) in which each partner is an institutional investor; or

(xxxiii) such other person as the MAS may prescribe.

Manager
ASK Capital Management Pte Ltd, a company incorporated with limited liability in Singapore and its successors as manager of the Trust.

MAS
Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Net Asset Value
the net asset value of the Fund, a Sub-Fund or Class as the context may require, of a Unit of a Sub-Fund or Class (if any) thereof calculated in accordance with the Trust Deed.

NSE
the National Stock Exchange of India.

PDPA
the Personal Data Protection Act 2012 (No. 26 of 2012) of Singapore

Qualified Person
in relation to whom units in a Sub-Fund shall be available to, only the following persons:

(a) to an institutional investor (as defined in Section 4A(1)(c) of the SFA), (b) to an accredited investor as defined in Section 4A(1)(a) of the SFA and in accordance with the conditions specified in Section 305 of the SFA, or (c) pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA.
Recognised Stock Exchange any stock exchange or futures exchange or organised securities exchange or other market of sufficient repute in any part of the world as may be approved by the Manager and the Trustee and includes in relation to any particular Authorised Investment, any responsible firm, corporation or association in any part of the world which deals in the Authorised Investment as to be expected generally to provide in the opinion of the Manager a satisfactory market for such Authorised Investment.

Redemption Price the price at which Units will be redeemed and calculated in the manner described in the Trust Deed and the relevant Appendix.

SFA the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore.

SIAC Singapore International Arbitration Centre.

SIAC Rules The Arbitration Rules of the SIAC.

Sub-Fund the portion of the assets of the Fund which is established and maintained as a separate and distinct pool of assets pursuant to Clause 8 of the Trust Deed for the benefit of the Holders of Units issued in relation thereto in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed, except for any amounts for the time being standing to the credit of the Distribution Account (as defined in the Trust Deed) in relation to such Sub-Fund.

Subscription Price the price at which Units shall be issued and calculated in the manner described in the Trust Deed and the relevant Appendix.

Trust Deed the trust deed dated 5 April 2017 establishing the Fund, as may be amended, varied or supplemented from time to time, made between the Manager and the Trustee and includes, unless the context otherwise requires, any deed supplemental thereto.

Trustee BNP Paribas Trust Services Singapore Limited, a Singapore registered public company.

Unit a unit in a Sub-Fund and includes units of any Class thereof and except where used in relation to a particular Class, a reference to Units means and includes units of all Classes, as the case may be.

Unit Currency in relation to a Unit of a Sub-Fund thereof, the Base Currency of that Sub-Fund and in relation to a Unit of a Class thereof, the Class Currency of that Class.

Valuation Day each Business Day on which the Net Asset Value of a Sub-Fund, Class, is to be calculated and in relation to each Dealing Day for any Sub-Fund or Class, such Dealing Day or such other day as the Manager may from time to time determine with the approval of the Trustee as set out in the relevant Appendix; and the Manager shall notify the relevant Holders of such change, if required by the Trustee.

Valuation Point in relation to a Sub-Fund, means the close of business in the last relevant market on each Valuation Day or such other time consistent with standard market practice as the Manager may prescribe with prior notification to the Trustee either generally or in relation to a particular Sub-Fund or Class; and the Manager shall notify the relevant Holders of such change, if required by the Trustee.
Unless specifically defined herein, all defined terms used in this IM shall have the same meaning as used in the Trust Deed.
2. DIRECTORY

Fund: ASK Investment Fund

Manager: ASK Capital Management Pte Ltd
(Unique Entity No. 201104122N)

Registered Address
9 Raffles Place,
#27-00
Republic Plaza
Singapore (048616)

Business Address
133 Cecil Street
Keck Seng Tower, #16-02A
Singapore 069535

Directors of the Manager:
Mr. Gallagher Evan Francis
Mr. Sameer Deorukhkar
Mr. Sunil Gangadhar Rohokale

Investment Adviser: ASK Investment Managers Limited
(Business registration no. U65993MH2004PTC147890)
(SEBI registration no. INP00000043)
Birla Aurora, 16th Level, Office Floor 9, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai- 400 030

Directors of the Investment Adviser:
Mr. Asit Kishore Koticha – Chairman
Mr. Sameer Kishore Koticha – Vice Chairman
Mr. Sunil Gangadhar Rohokale – Chief Executive Officer & Managing Director
Mr. Bharat Chimanlal Shah – Executive Director
Mrs. Shweta Jalan – Director (Nominee)
Mr. Vinod Padikkal – Director (Nominee)

Trustee: BNP Paribas Trust Services Singapore Limited
20 Collyer Quay
#01-01
Singapore 049319

Fund Administrator and Custodian BNP Paribas Securities Services, Singapore Branch
20 Collyer Quay
#01-01
Singapore 049319

Auditor: PricewaterhouseCoopers Singapore LLP
8 Cross Street #17-00
PWC Building
Singapore 048424

Legal advisers to the Manager as to Singapore law:
Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP
9 Straits View #06-07
Marina One West Tower
Singapore 018937
Legal advisers to the Trustee: Dentons Rodyk & Davidson LLP
80 Raffles Place
#33-00, UOB Plaza 1
Singapore 048624

Financial Supervisory Authority of the Manager and the Trustee:
Monetary Authority of Singapore
10 Shenton Way, MAS Building
Singapore 079117
Tel: (65)-6225-5577
3. **STRUCTURE**

The Fund is a unit trust constituted in the Republic of Singapore as an umbrella fund pursuant to the Trust Deed. Accordingly, the assets of the Fund will be separated into different Sub-Funds and each Sub-Fund shall be solely responsible for the expenses attributable to that Sub-Fund. Pursuant to the Trust Deed, where any liability or contingent liability which the Manager, after consultation with the Trustee and the Auditors, does not consider is attributable to a particular Sub-Fund or Sub-Funds, and which is not to be attributed to any particular Sub-Fund pursuant to any express provision of the Trust Deed, the Manager shall have a discretion, subject to the approval of the Trustee and the Auditors (such approval not to be unreasonably delayed or withheld), to determine the basis upon which any such liability shall be allocated between the Sub-Funds, including conditions as to the subsequent re-allocation thereof if circumstances make it desirable so to do and shall have power at any time and from time to time to vary such basis, provided that the approval of the Trustee and the Auditors shall not be required if the allocation is made between the Sub-Funds pro-rata to the Net Asset Value of each relevant Sub-Fund. Separate and independent books and records and bank accounts are kept with respect to each Sub-Fund and separate account statements will be issued for each bank account maintained in relation to each Sub-Fund. The assets of each Sub-Fund will not be commingled with those of any other Sub-Fund and the liabilities of each Sub-Fund will not be borne by any other Sub-Fund. No investor in a Sub-Fund shall be obligated to assume the liabilities or obligations of another Sub-Fund.

The assets of a Sub-Fund are not segregated in respect of each class but are pooled and invested as a single fund. Notwithstanding the above and pursuant to the Trust Deed, where any expense, charge, adjustment or other amount payable out of or payable into the net asset value of a Class pursuant to the Trust Deed is attributable only to a particular Class, such amount shall only be deducted from or added to the portion of the net asset value of the Sub-Fund which is attributable to that relevant Class and shall not affect the calculation of the net asset value of the portion or portions of the Sub-Fund attributable to other Classes.

Units of each Sub-Fund may be issued in different Classes of Units, as specified in the relevant Appendices. The Manager may establish one or more Sub-Funds and/or new Classes related thereto from time to time. The assets of a Sub-Fund will be invested and administered separately from the assets of the other Sub-Funds established. The details of each Sub-Fund and the Class related thereto in respect of which Units are on offer, are set out in the relevant Appendices.

The Base Currency of a Sub-Fund is set out in the relevant Appendix. Each Class of Units within a Sub-Fund is denominated in the Class Currency thereof, which may be the Base Currency of the Sub-Fund to which such Class relates or such other currency of account as specified in the relevant Appendix.

4. **INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS**

The investment objective of each Sub-Fund, the investment strategy, policy, guidelines and/or restrictions and risk factors applicable to each Sub-Fund, its borrowing policy, as well as other important details are set forth in the relevant Appendices.

5. **MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION**

5.1 **THE MANAGER AND THE INVESTMENT ADVISER**

The Manager

The Manager of the Fund is ASK Capital Management Pte Ltd. The Manager is incorporated in Singapore since 18 February 2011 and is regulated in Singapore by the MAS. The Manager is responsible for managing the investment, sale and reinvestment of each Sub-Fund's assets and
has, subject to the terms of the Trust Deed, full discretionary investment management authority in respect thereof.

The Manager is licensed under the SFA as an A/I LFMC CMS license holder to conduct regulated activities in fund management for, *inter alia*, (a) accredited investors as defined in section 4A of the SFA, (b) an institutional investor as defined in section 4A of the SFA, other than a collective investment scheme, (c) a collective investment scheme or closed-end funds, the units of which are subject of an offer or invitation for subscription or purchases made only to accredited investors or investors in an equivalent class under the laws of the country or territory in which the offer is made, or institutional investors or both; and (d) limited partnership, where the limited partnership comprises solely of accredited investors or investors in an equivalent class under the laws of the country or territory in which the partnership is formed or institutional investors or both.

As at the date of this IM, the Manager has in place professional indemnity insurance coverage covering customary risks. The Manager may from time to time if it considers appropriate in its discretion, put in place, vary or replace, the professional indemnity insurance cover on such terms and conditions as the Manager may deem appropriate.

The Manager and its officers, employees, agents and delegates (collectively, “Manager’s affiliated delegate”) are entitled to be indemnified out of the assets of the Sub-Fund for all liabilities and expenses incurred in relation to that Sub-Fund and against all actions, proceedings, costs, claims and demands in respect of any matter or thing done or omitted in any way relating to that Sub-Fund except in the case of fraud, gross negligence, wilful default of the Manager or its affiliated delegate or as otherwise provided for in the Trust Deed. The Manager shall not, in the absence of fraud or wilful default by the Manager or the Manager’s affiliated delegate, be under any liability except such liability expressly assumed by it under the Trust Deed, nor shall the Manager be liable for any act or omission of the Trustee or of any other agents or brokers of the Fund unless provided for in the Trust Deed.

The Manager will act in good faith and exercise reasonable care in its management of the assets of the Sub-Fund.

The Manager is entitled to the fees mentioned below in the section headed “11 FEES, CHARGES AND EXPENSES”.

**The Investment Adviser**

The Investment Adviser of the Fund is ASK Investment Managers Limited1 (“ASKIM”).

ASKIM, registered with Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and established in 1994, is one of the largest portfolio management service providers in India. ASKIM manages both, domestic and offshore investment strategies for a wide range of Indian and global investors.

**Key executives of the Investment Adviser**

**Bharat Shah**

Executive Director - Joined the Group in Dec 2002.

After seven and a half long years as CEO & Managing Partner of ASK Investment Managers, Bharat Shah who held the responsibility of managing the investments, has moved up at Group level as a shareholder and a director. His two decades of capital market experience, essentially in the investment management function, wide corporate contacts, understanding of the local economy, opportunity and markets are of significant benefit all the businesses in the Group.

---

1 Formerly known as ASK Investment Managers Private Limited.
Bharat continues to provide oversight, direction and guidance on all the matters relating to the investment management. All the institutional and family office mandates continue to be fully supervised by Bharat Shah. He is involved as before in portfolio construction, stock selection, ongoing review and overall management of portfolios. Bharat also remains fully engaged on ideation front, stock selection, regular company management meetings and policy making for the overall investment function. He travels widely across geographies in order to deepen and nurture existing overseas relationships including partner relationships.

Bharat Shah has an outstanding academic track record. He has done his MBA in Finance from IIM, Kolkata and had topped in Finance. He is a Chartered Accountant (with a nation-wide ranking of 17) from the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and a Cost Accountant from the Institute of Cost & Works Accountants of India.

Prateek Agrawal
Business Head & Chief Investment Officer (CIO) of ASK Investment Managers Ltd

Prateek Agrawal is the Business Head & CIO of the ASKIM and has over 25 years of experience. He is an Electronics Engineer from NIT Rourkela and an MBA from XIM Bhubaneswar.

He has over 25 years of rich experience in capital markets, starting with SBI Capital Markets in 1994 where he spent ten years and ABN AMRO AMC where he worked for a little over three years. In SBI Capital, a leading investment bank in India, he was Head of Research and was part of teams which executed VSNL and Hindustan Zinc transactions for Government of India and Vedanta Group respectively. He also advised Government oil sector entities on their proposed stock buy-back. At ABN AMRO AMC, he was Head of Equity and managed / advised over $1 bn of equity assets ($300 mn domestic & $700 mn offshore) and delivered stellar performance. His last assignment was at Bharti AXA IM as Head of Equity, where he was part of the core management team & was involved in setting up the equity team from scratch.

He joined the ASK group in Apr ’11. At the time he joined, the total assets at ASK IM was just about $200 mn. He was instrumental in setting up and ensuring adherences to investing processes which resulted in sustained long-term performance for the house while ensuring minimal style drift. Prateek played a pivotal role in getting the large national distributors onboarded and positioned ASK portfolios in the clutter of MFs. Today practically all large distributors in India sell ASK portfolios and total assets have crossed USD 3 bn. Under Prateek’s guidance, ASK IM also achieved a major milestone in FY 2019 when a large institutional mandate of $400 mn was successfully onboarded. The investment team at ASK IM follows a team-based approach while making investments. This process again is unique in the country and helps long term investing and minimises errors of judgement. Pratéek involves himself in new idea generation and portfolio construction in his role as the CIO.

Sumit Jain
Senior Portfolio Manager

Sumit has over 14 years of total experience and has been working with ASK Investment Managers since the last 13 years. He has been managing Indian Entrepreneur Portfolio strategy since inception. The fund has grown to upwards of $1 bn over last 9 years. He is also engaged in research of business within ASKIM universe, identifying new investment opportunities and tracking their performance at regular intervals. He closely covers Infrastructure and IT businesses at ASK. He been very instrumental in preparing Financial and Valuation models at ASK. Prior to joining
ASK, he has worked with First Global tracking US macro economy and FMCG sectors. His articles have appeared in leading US business journals. He is a Post Graduate in Management from Mumbai University.

**Chetan Thacker**  
Portfolio Manager

Chetan has a total work experience of more than 12 years with 9 years plus in equity research. He has a sector research expertise in agriculture, chemicals, metals & mining and midcaps. Previously Chetan has worked with McKinsey & Co, HSBC InvestDirect, Emkay Global Financial Services. His educational qualification includes CFA (ICFAI University) and PGDBM from NMIMS. He is with ASK for the last 4 years.

5.2 **THE TRUSTEE**

The Trustee of the Fund and each Sub-Fund is BNP Paribas Trust Services Singapore Limited, whose registered office address is at 20 Collyer Quay, #01-01, Singapore 049319. The Trustee is incorporated in Singapore and is regulated in Singapore by the MAS.

5.3 **THE CUSTODIAN**

The Custodian of the Fund, as appointed by the Trustee, is BNP Paribas Securities Services, operating through its Singapore Branch (Company Registration No.: T08FC7287D) whose registered address is at 20 Collyer Quay, #01-01, Singapore 049319. The Custodian is incorporated in France.

5.4 **THE REGISTRAR**

The Registrar of the Fund is BNP Paribas Trust Services Singapore Limited and the Register of Holders maintained by the Registrar can be inspected at 20 Collyer Quay, #01-01, Singapore 049319. The Trustee may at any time or from time to time appoint an agent to keep and maintain the Register of Holders of the Fund.

5.5 **THE ADMINISTRATOR**

The administrator of the Fund is BNP Paribas Securities Services, operating through its Singapore Branch.

5.6 **THE BROKER**

The key broker of the Fund is Kotak Securities Limited (SEBI Registration No. INZ000200137) whose registered address is 27BKC Plot No. C-27, G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai 400051. The Manager reserves the right to change such broker from time to time.

6. **INVESTING IN THE FUND**

Units of each Sub-Fund will be offered to Qualified Persons on the terms described in the relevant Appendices. The Manager may establish from time to time new Sub-Funds and/or a Class or Classes in relation thereto.

6.1 **THE INITIAL ISSUE OF UNITS**

The Units will be offered for the first time to investors during the Initial Offer Period at the Initial Subscription Price as set forth in the relevant Appendix.
Applications should be sent to the Trustee (as transfer agent) either via the Manager or distributors and marked for the attention of the Transfer Agency Department, details of which are set out in the transaction form which is available from the Manager ("Transaction Form").

In respect of applications received by the Trustee on or prior to 5.00 p.m. (Singapore time) on the day of the close of the Initial Offer Period (or such other time as the Manager may determine), Units will be issued following the close of the Initial Offer Period at such time as provided in the relevant Appendix. If applications are received after that time, such applications will be carried forward to the next Dealing Day unless otherwise determined by the Manager (in consultation with the Trustee (as transfer agent)) and provided for in the relevant Appendix. The Trustee must receive application monies in cleared funds on or prior to 5.00 p.m. (Singapore time) on the day of the close of the Initial Offer Period (or within any other period as agreed between the Manager and the Trustee). Unless otherwise stated in the relevant Appendix, all application monies received from applicants during the Initial Offer Period will not be invested in securities until such time after the close of the Initial Offer Period as the Manager may in its sole discretion determine. All interest earned, if any, on these moneys, will accrue for the benefit of the relevant Sub-Fund.

Regardless of the settlement period, Units will be issued by the Fund as of the relevant Dealing Day. In the event of a failure on the part of an investor to pay any portion of subscription monies within the required timeframe, the agreement to issue any Units corresponding only to such portion of non-payment of subscription monies may, in the discretion of the Manager and the Trustee, at that time or any time thereafter be cancelled by the Manager and only such Unit shall thereupon be deemed never to be issued or agreed to be issued and the applicant of such Unit shall have no right or claim whatsoever in respect thereof against the Manager or the Trustee in accordance with the Trust Deed. In such circumstances, the relevant Fund may suffer a loss as a result of the Trustee and/or the Manager being required to cancel the issuance of such Units at the prevailing Net Asset Value per Unit. Although the Trustee and/or the Manager intend to pursue any such investor to recover such losses which are directly attributable to the non-payment of subscription monies within the required timeframe, there can be no assurances that the Trustee and/or the Manager will be able to recover such losses successfully.

Applications may be sent by facsimile. Investors should note that none of the Trustee (on behalf of the Sub-Fund) or the Manager accepts any responsibility for any loss caused as a result of non-receipt or illegibility of any application sent by facsimile or for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such facsimile instructions believed in good faith to have originated from properly authorised persons.

6.2 SUBSEQUENT ISSUES

Following the close of the Initial Offer Period, Units may be issued on any Dealing Day in respect of applications which are received prior to the Dealing Deadline in relation to that Dealing Day.

Applications should be sent to the Trustee (as transfer agent) marked for the attention of the Transfer Agency Department, details of which are set out in the Transaction Form which is available from the Manager.

Settlement of subscriptions shall be made on or prior to the Dealing Deadline relating to the relevant Dealing Day (or within any other period as agreed between the Manager and the Trustee).

Where the Manager and Trustee have agreed to extend the period for the settlement of funds for subscriptions, and in the event that settlement is not made within the agreed period, the Manager is entitled to cancel any units issued at the cost of the Holder, and any losses incurred by any person (including without limitation, the Fund or Sub-Fund) shall be borne by the Holder. The Manager shall be entitled to deduct any costs or losses that it incurs against any Units held by the Holder.

The Manager may, in consultation with the Trustee (as transfer agent), accept late Transaction Forms relating to the relevant Dealing Day. Any Transaction Form received after the Dealing Deadline will be carried forward to the next Dealing Day and Units will then be issued at the
Subscription Price applicable on that day. All interest earned on any application moneys received, if any, will accrue for the benefit of the relevant Sub-Fund.

Applications may be sent by facsimile. Investors should note that none of the Trustee (on behalf of the Sub-Fund) or the Manager accepts any responsibility for any loss caused as a result of non-receipt or illegibility of any application sent by facsimile or for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such facsimile instructions believed in good faith to have originated from properly authorised persons.

The price at which Units will be issued on any particular Dealing Day will be the Subscription Price, calculated in the manner provided in the Trust Deed and as may be described in the relevant Appendix.

6.3 MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION

The minimum initial and subsequent investment for Units will be such number of Units or value as set out in the relevant Appendix.

The Manager may determine in respect of a Sub-Fund or a Class or Classes of Units in relation thereto, a minimum total subscription for Units to be received during the Initial Offer Period failing which, all application moneys will be returned (without interest) in the Unit Currency by telegraphic transfer to the bank account from which the moneys were originally debited at the expense and risk of the applicant.

Fractions of a Unit will be issued and truncated to two (2) decimal places unless otherwise agreed between the Manager and the Trustee and disclosed in the relevant Appendix. Application moneys representing a smaller fraction of a Unit will be retained for the benefit of the relevant Sub-Fund.

The minimum initial investment, minimum subsequent investment and/or the minimum holding amounts may be waived in whole or in part, or otherwise reduced, at the sole discretion of the Manager with respect to any particular investor, class or Sub-Fund.

6.4 PAYMENT PROCEDURE

Units will be issued by the Manager upon the receipt of a duly completed subscription form. Application moneys should be paid in the Unit Currency of the relevant Units or any other currency acceptable to the Manager and the Trustee on or prior to the Dealing Deadline relating to the relevant Dealing Day (or within any other period as agreed between the Manager and the Trustee). Application moneys other than in the Unit Currency will be converted into the Unit Currency and all bank charges and other conversion costs will be deducted from the application moneys prior to investment in Units. Such currency conversion will be effected on a timely basis by the Trustee upon receipt of instructions from the Manager. None of the Manager or the Trustee shall be liable to any Holder for any loss suffered by such Holder arising from the said currency conversion.

Unless the applicant has made arrangements with the Manager to make payment in some other currency or by some other method, payment of application moneys must be made in the Unit Currency of the relevant Units by telegraphic transfer to the bank account(s) specified in the Transaction Form.

Units will be in registered form and certificates will not be issued. A confirmation notice will be sent as soon as practicable to successful applicants on acceptance of their application and receipt in cleared funds of their application moneys. All application moneys must originate from an account held in the name of the applicant. No third party payments will be accepted.

Although Units will not be issued until the applicable Dealing Day, application moneys received are immediately deposited into the relevant Sub-Fund and kept in custodial status.

6.5 REJECTION AND SUSPENSION OF ISSUE
The Manager reserves the right to reject any application for Units in whole or in part for any reason, including but not limited to the following: (i) where know-your-client checks conducted on the applicant are not satisfactory; (ii) the application for Units submitted by the applicant is not in order; (iii) cleared funds for the subscription of Units are not received on time; or (iv) the minimum subscription amount is not met.

If any application is not accepted in whole or in part, the application moneys or (where an application is accepted in part only) the balance thereof will be returned (without interest) in the Unit Currency of the relevant Units to the bank account from which the moneys were originally debited by telegraphic transfer at the expense and risk of the applicant.

Units may not be issued during the period of any suspension of the determination of the Net Asset Value of the relevant Sub-Fund and/or Class (for details see the section below headed “8.2 SUSPENSION OF CALCULATION OF NET ASSET VALUE AND DEALING OF UNITS”) and in other circumstances described in the Trust Deed.

6.6 REDEMPTIONS

Holders may redeem their Units on a Dealing Day by giving notice (a “Redemption Notice”) to the Trustee (as transfer agent) marked for the attention of the Transfer Agency Department.

Redemption Notices must be received no later than the Dealing Deadline in relation to the relevant Dealing Day. Subject to the discretion of the Manager in consultation with the Trustee to accept late Redemption Notices prior to the Valuation Point relating to the relevant Dealing Day, any Redemption Notice received after the Dealing Deadline will be carried forward to the next Dealing Day and Units will then be redeemed at the Redemption Price applicable on that day.

Redemption Notices must be in writing, must state the name of the relevant Sub-Fund, the number and where applicable, the relevant Class to be redeemed (if any) and give payment instructions for the redemption proceeds. Investors should note that none of the Trustee (on behalf of the Sub-Fund) or the Manager accepts any responsibility for any loss caused as a result of non-receipt or illegibility of any Redemption Notice sent by facsimile or for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such facsimile instructions believed in good faith to have originated from properly authorised persons.

The price at which Units in relation thereto will be redeemed on any particular Dealing Day will be the Redemption Price, calculated in the manner provided in the Trust Deed and as may be described in the relevant Appendix.

Partial redemptions of holdings of Units may be effected in respect of Holders holding more than the minimum number or value of Units as may from time to time be specified by the Manager and described in the relevant Appendix (or such other number or value as the Manager may in its discretion agree from time to time, whether generally or in a particular case). The Manager and/or the Trustee shall have the right to redeem compulsorily any holding where the number or value of Units is less than such minimum number or value.

Unless otherwise specified in the relevant Appendix, the Manager will endeavour to cause redemption proceeds to be paid as soon as practicable following the relevant Dealing Day (following receipt of complete redemption documentation to the satisfaction of the Trustee unless otherwise agreed with the Trustee and/or the Manager) at the risk and expense of the Holder redeeming his Unit by telegraphic transfer to the pre-designated bank account under his name. Proceeds will be paid in the Unit Currency of the Units redeemed after deducting the costs (if any) of effecting the telegraphic transfer. No third party payments will be permitted.

The Manager may delay the payment of the redemption proceeds (in full or in part) if there is insufficient cash or cash equivalents to make payment for redeemed Units, or if there is a delay in receipt by the Sub-Fund of the proceeds of realisation of its investments, or in any of the circumstances that may give rise to a suspension of redemption of Units, or it would be detrimental to the Sub-Fund to do so, or for any other reason provided in the Trust Deed or the relevant
Appendix. The Manager will make such payment at the earliest possible date when it is able to do so and shall notify the relevant Holders of such delay as soon as practicable.

6.7 RESTRICTIONS ON REDEMPTIONS

No Units may be redeemed during any period which the Manager may, in its discretion, determine to be a closed period for redemptions ("lock-in period"), and which (if any), will be described in the relevant Appendix.

With a view to protecting the interests of Holders, the Manager may limit the total number of Units which Holders may redeem and the obligation to redeem Units is subject to postponement if requests are received in respect of any one (1) Dealing Day for redemptions aggregating more than 10% of the value of Units of the relevant Sub-Fund in issue (or such other percentage as may be determined by the Manager and specified in the relevant Appendix) such limitation to be applied pro rata to Holders who have requested for redemption on such Dealing Day. In such case, the Manager may reduce all but not some of such requests pro rata so that they cover no more than the relevant percentage of the number or value of Units of such Sub-Fund issued. Any part of a Redemption Notice to which effect is not given by reason of the exercise of this power by the Manager will be treated as if the request had been made with priority in respect of the next Dealing Day for such Sub-Fund and all following Dealing Days (in relation to which the Manager has the same power) according to the length of time for which they have been carried forward until the original request has been satisfied in full. The affected Holders will be notified that such Units have not been realised and that they will be realised on the next succeeding Dealing Day. Any such postponement may be subject to any other specific provisions (if any) described in the relevant Appendix. For the avoidance of doubt, the Manager, in its sole discretion, may decide not to impose any limit on the total number of Units that may be redeemed on any one (1) Dealing Day.

The right of a Holder to require the redemption of Units will be suspended during the period of any suspension of the determination of the Net Asset Value of the relevant Sub-Fund and/or Class (for details see the section below headed "8.2 SUSPENSION OF CALCULATION OF NET ASSET VALUE AND DEALING OF UNITS") and in other circumstances described in the Trust Deed. Redemption Notices will be irrevocable except in the event of a suspension of redemptions and with the consent of the Manager.

Further, the Manager and the Trustee reserve the right to refuse to make any redemption payment to a Holder if either of them suspects or is advised that the payment of any redemption proceeds to such Holder might result in a breach or violation of any applicable anti-money laundering or other laws or regulations by any person in any relevant jurisdiction, or such refusal is considered necessary or appropriate to ensure the compliance by the Manager and the Trustee with any such laws or regulations in any relevant jurisdiction.

6.8 COMPULSORY REDEMPTIONS OF UNITS

The Trust Deed gives the Manager and/or the Trustee, with the prior approval of each other, the right to compulsorily require the redemption or transfer of Units in certain circumstances, with prior notice, including (without limitation) in the event of any person directly or beneficially holding Units:

(i) in breach of any law or requirement of any country or governmental authority;

(ii) which in the reasonable opinion of the Manager or the Trustee, might result in the Fund, any Sub-Fund, the Trustee, the Manager (or any person connected with any of them) breaching any law or requirement of any country or governmental authority;

(iii) which in the reasonable opinion of the Manager or the Trustee, may cause the Fund, any Sub-Fund, the Trustee, the Manager or any of the Holders to suffer any liability to taxation or any material pecuniary, fiscal or administrative disadvantage or affecting each of their tax status or residence.
(iv) which in the reasonable opinion of the Manager or the Trustee might result in the Fund, any Sub-Fund, the Trustee or the Manager (or any person connected with any of them) or any other service provider to the Fund or any Sub-Fund, becoming subject to additional regulation in any country or being required to comply with any registration, filing or reporting requirements in any jurisdiction with which it would not otherwise be required to comply;

(v) who ceases to be a Qualified Person for any reason;

(vi) where information (including but not limited to information regarding tax status, identity or residency), self-certifications or documents as may be requested by the Manager pursuant to local laws, regulations or contractual obligations with other jurisdictions’ authorities cannot be obtained from the Holder or the Holder has refused to provide the same or the Holder has withdrawn his authorisation for the Manager and/or the Trustee to disclose such information, documents or self-certifications as may be required by the Manager and/or the Trustee;

(vii) in circumstances where the Holder has refused or withdrawn his consent for the Manager and/or the Trustee to collect, use, transfer and/or disclose information relating to the Holder;

(viii) who otherwise than as a result of depreciation in the value of his holding, holds Units less than the minimum number or value as determined by the Manager from time to time; or

(ix) who fails any initial or on-going anti-money laundering, anti-terrorist financing or know-your-client checks.

In exercise of the above right, the Manager or the Trustee may but is not obliged to give notice to such Holder requiring him to transfer his Units to a person who would not thereby be in contravention of any such restrictions as aforesaid or may give a request in writing for the redemption of such Units. If the relevant Holder does not satisfy the Manager or the Trustee that Units are not held in contravention of the terms of the Trust Deed as outlined above within one (1) week from the giving of notice by the Manager or the Trustee, the Units will be redeemed at the applicable Redemption Price upon the expiration of a further one (1) week.

If for any time during the period from the time as at which the Redemption Price is calculated and the time at which redemption moneys are converted from another currency into the Unit Currency of the Units redeemed, there is an officially announced devaluation of that currency, the amount payable to any relevant Holder redeeming his Units may be reduced as the Manager considers appropriate to take into account the effect of that devaluation.

If the Manager and/or the Trustee is required to account to any duly empowered fiscal authority of the Republic of Singapore or elsewhere for any income or other taxes, charges or assessments whatsoever on the value of any Units held by a Holder, the Manager (in consultation with the Trustee) shall be entitled, at any time, by notice to that Holder to redeem such number of Units held by that Holder as may be necessary to discharge the tax liability arising as if that Holder had requested in writing the redemption of such Units pursuant to the provisions of the Trust Deed. The Manager and/or the Trustee (as the case may be) shall be entitled to apply the proceeds of such redemption in payment, reimbursement and/or set-off against the tax liability.
6.9 SWITCHING OF UNITS

Holders may (following the expiry of any applicable lock-up period and subject always to the Manager’s approval) to switch all or part of their Units (the “Original Class”) into Units of another Class in the same Sub-Fund or into Units of another Sub-Fund (the “New Class”) by giving notice to the Trustee (as transfer agent) marked for the attention of the Transfer Agency Department. The switching of the Units of the Original Class will be made on the Common Dealing Day (as defined below) on which the request for switching is received by the Manager up to the dealing deadline in respect of such Common Dealing Day.

A “Common Dealing Day” is a day which is both a Dealing Day in relation to Units of the Original Class and a Dealing Day in relation to Units of the New Class. The dealing deadline in relation to a Common Dealing Day will be the earlier of the dealing deadline in relation to redemption of the Original Class and dealing deadline in relation to the subscription of the New Class. Any request for switching received after the dealing deadline in relation to a Common Dealing Day will be carried forward to the next Common Dealing Day.

To effect a switch, Units in the Original Class will be redeemed and Units in the New Class will be issued on the relevant Common Dealing Day and the switching will be determined in accordance with the following formula:

\[ A = \frac{B \times F}{SP} \]

Where:

- **A** is the number of Units of the New Class to be issued.
- **B** is the value of the Original Class to be switched which is the resultant amount of multiplying the Redemption Price of the Units of the Original Class for the Common Dealing Day in relation to which the switching is to be effected by the number of Units of the Original Class to be switched.
- **F** is the currency conversion factor determined by the Trustee in its sole and absolute discretion as representing the effective rate of exchange between the Unit Currency of Units of the Original Class and the Unit Currency of Units of the New Class.
- **SP** is the Subscription Price per Unit of the New Class for the Common Dealing Day on which the switching is to be effected.

Fractions of a Unit will be issued and truncated to the nearest two (2) decimal places (unless otherwise agreed between the Manager and the Trustee and disclosed in the relevant Appendix) and any moneys representing smaller fractions of a Unit shall be retained for the benefit of the New Class.

6.10 ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND COUNTERING FINANCING OF TERRORISM REGULATIONS

The Manager and the Trustee are obliged to comply with the applicable laws, regulations, notices and guidelines in Singapore on the prevention of money-laundering and countering the financing of terrorism (collectively, the “AML Regulations”).

The Manager and the Trustee may require verification of the identity and address of all prospective investors and/or their representatives and beneficiaries (if any) and their source of wealth or funds, as applicable. Accordingly, the Manager and the Trustee reserve the right to request for such identification and/or know-your-client documentary evidence from an investor and/or its representatives and beneficiaries (if any) as is necessary to verify their identity and address. In the event of delay or failure by the investor to produce any information required for verification purposes, the Manager or the Trustee may refuse to accept the subscription and any moneys received will be returned without interest and at the expense of the investor to the account from
which the moneys were originally debited. Neither the Manager nor the Trustee shall be liable to the investor for any loss suffered as a result of the rejection of such subscription.

The Manager and the Trustee also reserve the right to refuse to make any redemption payment to a Holder if the Manager or the Trustee suspects or is advised that the payment of redemption proceeds to such Holder might result in a breach of any of the AML Regulations or other laws or regulations by any person in any relevant jurisdiction, or if such refusal is considered necessary or appropriate to ensure the compliance by the Manager with any such laws or regulations in any applicable jurisdiction. Neither the Manager nor the Trustee shall be liable to such Holder for any loss suffered as a result of delay in payment of redemption proceeds or a refusal to pay such redemption proceeds.

Under the AML Regulations, the Manager and the Trustee are required to prepare, maintain and retain complete documentation on all its business relations and transactions with investors and Holders, and to report transactions suspected of being connected with money laundering, terrorist financing, drug trafficking or criminal conduct to the competent authorities. None of the Manager, the Trustee or any of their employees or agents shall be liable to any investor or Holder for any damage or loss incurred or suffered by it as a result of compliance with such obligations under the AML Regulations and any report to the authorities shall not be treated as a breach of any restriction upon the disclosure of information imposed by any enactment or otherwise.

Each investor in the Sub-Funds shall be required to agree in the Transaction Form, and shall be deemed to have agreed by reason of holding Units, that it will provide additional information or take such other action as may be necessary or advisable for the Manager and/or the Trustee in respect of the Sub-Funds to comply with the AML Regulations or any other related requirements or requests of a public or regulatory authority or enforcement agency. Each investor, by executing the Transaction Form consents, and by holding Units is deemed to have consented, to disclosure by the Manager, the Trustee or any of their employees or agents to relevant third parties of information pertaining to it in respect of such regulations or other requirements or information requests related thereto. Failure to honour any request may result in compulsory redemption or transfer of Units.

The Trustee, the Manager and any of their respective delegates appointed in respect of the Fund or any Sub-Fund who is a member of the BNP Group or ASK Group (where applicable), may take any action which the Trustee or the Manager or their respective delegate, in its sole and absolute discretion, reasonably considers appropriate so as to comply with legal and regulatory obligations, or any other related requirements or requests of a public or regulatory authority or pursuant to normal market practice or any group policy of the Trustee or the Manager which relate to the prevention of fraud, money laundering, terrorism or other criminal activities or the provision of financial and other services to any persons or entities which may be subject to sanctions (collectively "Relevant Requirements"). Such action may include, without limitation, the checking of each Holder against lists of persons, entities or organisations included on any so-called "watch list" or website containing such information (such checking may be done by automated screening systems) and the interception and investigation of transactions in relation to the Fund or any Sub-Fund (particularly those involving the international transfer of funds) including the source of or intended recipient of funds paid in or out in relation to the Fund or any Sub-Fund. In certain circumstances, such action may delay or prevent the processing of instructions, the settlement of transactions in respect of the Fund or any Sub-Fund or the Trustee's or the Manager's performance of their respective obligations under the Trust Deed or otherwise in relation to the Fund or any Sub-Fund, and the Trustee, the Manager and/or their respective delegate may in such circumstance refuse to process any subscription for a Unit. None of the Trustee, the Manager, their respective delegates or any member of the BNP Group or ASK Group (where applicable) shall be liable for loss (whether direct or consequential and including, without limitation, loss of profit or interest) or damage suffered by any party arising out of or caused in whole or in part by any actions which are taken by the Trustee, the Manager or any of their respective delegates or any member of the BNP Group or ASK Group (where applicable) to comply with the Relevant Requirements (including, without limitation, those actions referred to in this paragraph). For the purpose of this paragraph, "ASK Group" means the Manager and its Associates (as defined in the Trust Deed), and "BNP Group" means BNP Paribas and its subsidiaries.
6.11 QUALIFIED PERSONS

Each applicant must represent and warrant to the Manager and the Trustee (on behalf of the relevant Sub-Fund) that, among other things, he is able to acquire Units of the relevant Sub-Fund without violating applicable laws. The Manager and/or the Trustee (on behalf of the relevant Sub-Fund) will not knowingly offer or sell Units to any investor to whom such offer or sale would be unlawful. In particular, Units may not be offered or sold to any person other than a Qualified Person. Power by the Manager and/or the Trustee is reserved in the Trust Deed to order the compulsory transfer or redemption of any Units held by a person who is not a Qualified Person.

6.12 DISTRIBUTION POLICY

Distributions may be made to Holders on such basis as may be determined in the sole and absolute discretion of the Manager and as described in the relevant Appendices. Dividends may be payable out of capital, income or capital gains of the relevant Sub-Fund, as determined in the sole and absolute discretion of the Manager.

Distributions will be declared and paid in the Unit Currency of the relevant Units and, except where otherwise specifically provided for in the relevant Appendices, such distributions will be paid in cash or reinvested for additional units (as the case may be) as soon as practicable following the applicable distribution declaration.

Unless otherwise provided for in the relevant Appendix, a Holder may elect the option of automatically reinvesting all but not in part of any given distribution by notifying the Manager at the time of subscription of Units (or thereafter provided that sufficient notice has been given to the Manager). In the event a Holder makes such an election, the distributed amount will be used to purchase additional Units of the relevant Sub-Fund or Class as of the Dealing Day next following the scheduled distribution payment date rather than be paid to such Holder in cash.

7. RISK FACTORS AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

7.1 RISK FACTORS

Prospective investors should be aware that investments in the Sub-Funds are subject to risk. Investors are advised to examine and consider the relevant risk factors relating to the Fund in general (set out below) and those applicable to the relevant Sub-Funds (set out in the relevant Appendices) when contemplating whether or not to invest in a Sub-Fund.

An investment in a Sub-Fund entails a significant degree of risk and therefore should be undertaken only by investors capable of evaluating the risks of the Sub-Fund and bearing the risks that an investment in the Sub-Fund represents. The following list and the list of risk factors set out in the relevant Appendix do not list all the risks involved in connection with an investment in a Sub-Fund. There can be no assurance that a Sub-Fund will be able to achieve its investment objective or that any Holder will receive a return on his capital, and investment results may vary substantially on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis.

7.1.1 General

All securities investments present a risk of loss of capital. However, no guarantee or representation is made that the Sub-Funds’ investment strategy will be successful, though efforts would be made to implement careful procedures and strategies.

The Sub-Funds' investments in portfolio companies may be subject to wide swings in value. An investment in the Sub-Funds is generally meant to produce returns by way of capital appreciation over the medium-term to long-term. You should note that the value of Units in the Sub-Funds, and the income accruing of the Units, if any, may fall or rise and that you may not get back your original investment. The Investment Adviser will follow an investment policy, which, if unsuccessful, might result in substantial losses. Although the Investment Adviser has the flexibility to react to changing market conditions, adverse
changes in a portfolio company’s situation could involve substantial losses. The Investment Adviser does not guarantee, either orally or in writing, that the Sub-Funds’ investment objective will be achieved. The Investment Adviser is not liable for any error in judgment and/or for any investment losses the Sub-Funds may experience, in the absence of bad faith, fraud, gross negligence, wilful misconduct or a wilful violation of applicable law so long it is not a result of any unjustifiable failure by the Investment Adviser to perform its obligations or improper performance by it of its obligations.

It is possible that an investor may lose a substantial proportion or all of its investment in a Sub-Fund. As a result, each investor should carefully consider whether it can afford to bear the risks of investing in the Sub-Fund.

Potential investors should take note that the transactions entered into by each of the Sub-Funds will have taxation implications, including in Singapore and India, and including on account of sale or purchase of securities due to on-going subscriptions to or on-going redemptions of the Units of the Sub-Funds.

7.1.2 Changing Market and Economic Conditions

Changing market and economic conditions and other factors, such as changes in tax laws, securities laws, bankruptcy laws or accounting standards, may make the business of the Sub-Funds less profitable or unprofitable.

7.1.3 Political, Regulatory and Legal Risk

The value of the underlying assets of a Sub-Fund may be affected by uncertainties such as international political developments, changes in government policies, taxation, restrictions on foreign investment and currency repatriation, currency fluctuations and other developments in the laws and regulations of countries in which investments may be made. Furthermore, it should be noted that the legal infrastructure and accounting, auditing and reporting standards in certain countries in which investments may be made do not provide the same degree of investor protection or information to investors as would generally apply in major securities markets.

7.1.4 Impact of Geopolitical Events

The continued threat of terrorism and social unrest internationally, on-going military and other actions and heightened security measures in response to these threats and possible spread of contagious diseases (like swine flu or bird flu) throughout the world may cause disruptions to commerce, reduce economic activity, and continued volatility in markets around the world. Some of these assets in the Sub-Funds’ portfolio may be adversely affected by a decline in the securities market and economic activity resulting from such factors.

The Manager cannot predict the extent and timing of any decrease in commercial and economic activity resulting from the factors such as the above, or how any such decrease might affect the value of securities and other assets held by the Sub-Funds. The aforementioned factors could also result in incidents or circumstances that would disrupt the normal operations of the Manager, the administrator, the custodian, the broker, which could also have negative effects on the investment performance or liquidity of the Sub-Funds, including realisation of the Units.

7.1.5 Liquidity of Portfolio Securities

The market for some securities in which the Sub-Funds may invest may be relatively illiquid and the liquidity of certain of the markets generally has fluctuated substantially over time. Liquidity relates to the ability of a Sub-Fund to sell an investment in a timely manner. The market for relatively illiquid securities tends to be more volatile than the market for more liquid securities. Investment of a Sub-Fund’s assets in relatively illiquid securities may restrict the ability of the Sub-Fund to dispose of its investments at a price and time
that it wishes to do so. The Indian securities markets are smaller than the securities market in developed countries like the U.S and Europe, and have been volatile from time to time. The regulation and monitoring of the Indian securities markets and activities of investors, brokers and other participants differ, in some cases significantly, from those in the developed countries like the U.S and some European countries. Indian stock exchanges have experienced problems such as temporary exchange closures, broker defaults, settlement delays, which if were to recur, could adversely affect the market price and liquidity of the securities of Indian companies in both domestic and international markets.

7.1.6 Cyber Security risk

As part of their business, the Manager, the Fund and the Sub-Funds process, store and transmit large amounts of electronic information, including information relating to the transactions of the Sub-Funds and personally identifiable information of the Holders. Similarly, service providers of the Manager, the Fund and the Sub-Funds may process, store and transmit such information. With the increased use of technologies such as the Internet and the dependence on computer systems to perform necessary business functions, investment vehicles, such as the Fund and Sub-Funds, and their service providers may be prone to operational and information security risks resulting from cyber-attacks. In general, cyber-attacks result from deliberate attacks, but unintentional events may have effects similar to those caused by cyber-attacks. Cyber-attacks include, among other behaviours, stealing or corrupting data maintained online or digitally, denial-of-service attacks on websites, the unauthorized release of confidential information and causing operational disruption.

The Manager, the Fund and the Sub-Funds have procedures and systems in place that they believe are reasonably designed to protect such information and prevent data loss and security breaches. However, such procedures cannot provide absolute security. The techniques used to obtain unauthorized access to data, disable or degrade service, or sabotage systems change frequently and may be difficult to detect for long periods of time. Hardware or software acquired from third parties may contain defects in design or manufacture or other problems that could unexpectedly compromise information security. Network connected services provided by third parties to the Manager, the Fund and the Sub-Funds may be susceptible to compromise, leading to a breach of the Manager's, the Fund's or the Sub-Fund's systems. The Manager's, the Fund's or the Sub-Fund's systems or facilities may be susceptible to employee error or malfeasance, surveillance or other security threats. On-line services provided by the Manager, the Fund or the Sub-Fund or any of their service providers, to the Holders may also be susceptible to compromise. Breach of the Manager's, the Fund's or the Sub-Fund's information systems may cause information relating to the transactions of the Fund and the Sub-Funds and personally identifiable information of the Holders to be lost or improperly accessed, used or disclosed.

The service providers of the Manager, the Fund and the Sub-Funds are subject to the same electronic information security threats as are the Manager, the Fund and the Sub-Funds. If a service provider fails to adopt or adhere to adequate data security policies, or in the event of a breach of its networks, information relating to the transactions of the Fund and the Sub-Funds and personally identifiable information of the Holders may be lost or improperly accessed, used or disclosed.
Cyber-attacks may interfere with the processing of investor transactions, impact the Sub-Fund’s ability to value its assets, cause the release of personally identifiable information of Holders or confidential information of the Fund or the Sub-Funds or impede or interrupt trading. Further, the loss of, improper access to, or improper disclosure of, the Manager's, the Fund's or the Sub-Fund's proprietary information may cause the Manager, the Fund or the Sub-Funds to suffer, among other things, financial loss, the disruption of their businesses, liability to third parties, regulatory intervention, fines, penalties, financial losses, reimbursement or other compensation costs, additional compliance costs or reputational damage. The Fund and the Sub-Funds could also incur substantial costs for cyber security risk management in order to prevent any cyber-attacks in the future. Any of the foregoing events could have a material adverse effect on the Fund and the Sub-Funds and the Holder's investments therein.

7.1.7 Competition risk

The securities industry and the varied strategies and techniques to be engaged in by the Investment Adviser are extremely competitive and each involves a degree of risk. The Sub-Funds will compete with firms, including many of the larger securities and investment banking firms, which have substantially greater financial resources and research staffs.

7.1.8 Accuracy of Public Information

The Investment Adviser selects investments on the basis of information and data filed by issuers with various government regulators or made directly available to the Investment Adviser by the issuers or through sources other than the issuers. Although the Investment Adviser evaluates all such information and data and sometimes seeks independent corroboration when the Investment Adviser considers it is appropriate and when it is reasonably available, the Investment Adviser is not in a position to confirm the completeness, genuineness or accuracy of such information and data, and in some cases, complete and accurate information is not available. Investments may not perform as expected if information is inaccurate.

7.1.9 Risk of Default or Bankruptcy of Third Parties

The Sub-Funds may engage in transactions in securities and financial instruments that involve counterparties. Under certain conditions, the Sub-Funds could suffer losses if a counter-party to a transaction were to default or if the market for certain securities and/or financial instruments were to become illiquid. In addition, the Sub-Funds could suffer losses if there were a default or bankruptcy by certain other third parties, including brokerage firms and banks with which the Sub-Funds do business, or to which such securities have been entrusted for custodial purposes. For example, if the Sub-Funds’ prime broker and/or custodian were to become insolvent or file for bankruptcy, the Sub-Funds could suffer significant losses with respect to any securities held by such firm.

7.1.10 Dependence on the Manager

Where the Manager directly manages a Sub-Fund, the success of the Sub-Fund depends upon the ability of the Manager to develop and implement investment strategies that achieve the Sub-Fund’s investment objectives. Moreover, subjective decisions made by the Manager may cause a Sub-Fund to incur losses or to miss profit opportunities on which it would otherwise have capitalised.

7.1.11 Lack of Management Control by Holders

Holders of a Sub-Fund have no right or power to take part in the management or control of the business of the Sub-Fund. The Sub-Fund is managed solely by the Manager.
Holders must rely solely on the judgment of the Manager in selecting investments and should not invest in the Sub-Fund unless willing to entrust all aspects of the portfolio management of the Sub-Fund to the Manager.

7.1.12 Reliance on Third Parties and Credit Ratings

Credit ratings of the institutions and instruments invested into by a Sub-Fund represent the Manager’s and/or rating agencies’ opinions regarding the credit quality of the institutions or instruments and are not a guarantee of quality. Rating methodologies generally rely on historical data, which may not be predictive of future trends and adjustment to credit ratings in response to subsequent change of circumstances may take time. The Manager may rely upon pricing information and valuations furnished to the Sub-Fund by third parties, including pricing services and independent brokers/dealers. Their accuracy depends on these parties’ methodologies, due diligence and timely response to changing conditions, and failures in the valuations by such parties may arise to which the Manager have no control or responsibility.

7.1.13 Foreign Currency Markets

A Sub-Fund will have exposure to fluctuations in currency exchange rates where the Sub-Fund invests directly or indirectly in securities denominated in currencies other than the Base Currency of the Sub-Fund. The Sub-Fund may, in part, seek to offset the risks associated with such exposure through foreign exchange transactions. However, investors should be aware that the hedging transactions may not necessarily succeed in protecting investors against exchange rate risks that the Sub-Fund is exposed to. Further, the markets in which foreign exchange transactions are effected are highly volatile, highly specialised and highly technical. Significant changes, including changes in liquidity and prices, can occur in such markets within very short periods of time, often within minutes. Foreign exchange trading risks include, but are not limited to, exchange rate risk, interest rate risk and potential interference by foreign governments through regulation of local exchange markets, foreign investment, or particular transactions in foreign currency.

7.1.14 Settlement and Counterparty Risk

Counterparty risk is the risk that the party trading with a Sub-Fund will be unable to meet its obligations to make payments or to settle a trade due to deterioration in the counterparty’s financial situation or some other failure by the counterparty. There is also the risk that the settlement may fail for other reasons. Market practices in relation to the clearing and settlement of securities transactions and custody of assets may increase risk. Problems of settlement may affect the value and liquidity of the relevant Sub-Fund.

The Manager conducts transactions through or with brokers, clearing houses, market counterparties and other agents. The Manager will be subject to the risk of the inability of any such counterparty to perform its obligations, whether due to insolvency, bankruptcy or other causes. A Sub-Fund may invest into instruments such as notes, bonds or warrants the performance of which is linked to a market or investment to which the relevant Sub-Fund seeks to be exposed. Such instruments are issued by a range of counterparties and through its investment, the relevant Sub-Fund will be subject to the counterparty risk of the issuer, in addition to the investment exposure it seeks.

7.1.15 Business Risk

The Investment Adviser provides non-discretionary advice to the Manager in relation to each of the Sub-Funds. While the Manager has sufficient experience to implement the investment strategy of each of the Sub-Funds, there can be no assurance that the Sub-Funds will achieve their respective investment objectives.

7.1.16 Operating History
As the Fund was constituted as a private unit trust on 5 April 2017, it does not have an operating history upon which investors may evaluate its performance or track record. There are also no audited financial statements prepared in respect of the Fund.

Although the past performance of a fund is not necessarily indicative of its future performance, the lack of an operating track record and historical financial information is an additional risk that investors should take into account in assessing the suitability of an investment in the Sub-Fund. A Sub-Fund’s results will depend upon the availability of suitable investment opportunities for that Sub-Fund and the performance of its investments.

7.1.17 Availability of and Ability to Acquire Suitable Investments

While the Investment Adviser believes that many attractive investments of the type in which the Sub-Fund may invest are currently available and can be identified, there can be no assurance that such investments will be available when the Sub-Fund commences investment operations, or that available investments will meet the Sub-Fund’s investment criteria. Furthermore, the Investment Adviser may be unable to find a sufficient number of attractive investment opportunities to meet the Sub-Fund’s investment objective.

7.1.18 Information Technology Risk

Potential investors should note that the development of new information technology systems by the stock exchanges and exchange participants may be subject to operational risks. If the relevant systems fail to function properly, trading through the exchange could be disrupted and the relevant underlying sub-funds' ability to access the Indian equity market may be adversely affected.

In addition, investors to note that trading in securities may be subject to clearing and settlement risk. If the relevant parties involved defaults on its obligation to deliver securities and/or make payment, the relevant underlying fund may suffer delays in recovering its losses and/or may not be able to fully recover its losses.

7.1.19 GST Risk

Each of the Fund and the Sub-Funds may be liable to pay goods and services tax or other forms of value added tax on certain services received from its service providers, including the Manager, Trustee, administrator and Auditors.

The Manager intends to conduct the affairs of the Fund and Sub-Funds in such manner as to minimise, as far as they in their absolute discussion consider reasonably practical, taxation suffered by the Fund and Sub-Funds, including where feasible submitting claims to applicable taxation authorities for recovery of goods and services tax paid by the Fund and Sub-Funds. However, investors should note that there is no assurance that the Fund and Sub-Funds will be able to recover all or any of such taxes paid.

7.2 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

7.2.1 Manager’s Other Business Activities

The Manager and its affiliates may act as the advisor, broker or investment manager to other clients (including funds) now or in the future. They may additionally serve as consultants to partners or shareholders in other investment funds, companies and investment firms. Investors in the Sub-Funds should understand that certain investments may be appropriate for the Sub-Funds and also for other clients advised or managed by
the Manager or its affiliates. Investment decisions for the Sub-Funds and for such other clients are made with a view to achieving their respective investment objectives and after consideration of such factors as their current holdings, the current investment views of the Manager, availability of cash for investment, and the size of their positions generally. Frequently, a particular investment may be bought or sold for only a Sub-Fund or only one client or in different amounts and at different times for more than one but less than all clients, including the Sub-Fund. Likewise, a particular investment may be bought for a Sub-Fund or one or more clients when one or more other clients are selling the same security. In addition, purchases or sales of the same investment may be made for two or more clients, including the Sub-Fund, on the same date. In such event, such transactions will be allocated among the Sub-Fund and clients in a manner reasonably believed by the Manager to be equitable to each. Purchase and sale orders for a Sub-Fund may be combined with those of other clients of the Manager. In effecting transactions, it may not always be possible, or consistent with the possibly differing investment objectives of the various clients and of the Sub-Funds, to take or liquidate the same investment positions at the same time or at the same prices.

The Manager and its affiliates may give advice and recommend securities to other managed accounts or investment funds, which may differ from advice given to, or securities recommended or bought for a Sub-Fund even though their investment objectives may be the same as or similar to the Sub-Fund’s objectives.

7.2.2 The Trustee and the Manager

The Trustee and the Manager may from time to time act as trustee, administrator, registrar, manager, custodian or investment adviser or carry out other functions as may be required from time to time in relation to, or be otherwise involved in or with, other funds and clients which have similar investment objectives to those of a Sub-Fund. It is, therefore, possible that any of them may, in the course of business, have potential conflicts of interest with the Sub-Fund. Each will, at all times, have regard in such event to its obligations to the Sub-Fund and will use their best endeavours to ensure that such conflicts are resolved fairly.

In addition, any of the foregoing may deal, as principal or agent, with a Sub-Fund provided that such dealings are carried out as if effected on normal commercial terms negotiated on an arm’s length basis. Where the Manager is managing or advising other funds or accounts with similar investment policies to a Sub-Fund, it will ensure that appropriate investment opportunities are allocated on a fair and equitable basis between such Sub-Fund and such other funds or accounts.

The Trustee, the Manager and any of their connected persons may contract with or enter into any financial, banking or other transaction with a Sub-Fund, any Holder or any company or body whose assets are held by or for the account of such Sub-Fund. The Trustee, the Manager or any of their connected persons shall not be liable to account to any person for any profits or benefits made or derived by them in connection with any such transaction. In addition, any of the foregoing may own Units and hold, dispose or otherwise deal with such Units as well as hold or deal in any investments notwithstanding that similar investments may be held by or for the account of a Sub-Fund.

The Trustee is presently also offering registrar services to the Sub-Funds while the Custodian (which is a related party of the Trustee) is presently also providing fund administration and valuation services to the Sub-Funds. These services are provided on an arm’s length basis and the fees for these services are permitted to be paid out of the Deposited Property of the relevant Sub-Fund under the provisions of the Trust Deed.

The Manager and the Trustee shall conduct all transactions with or for the Fund and/or the Sub-Funds at arm’s length.

The Manager, its related entities or employees may from time to time hold positions in one or any of the Sub-Funds.
The Manager may also cause the Sub-Funds to be invested in underlying investments managed or advised by the Manager, or its affiliates, or in underlying investments for which the Manager, an affiliate of the Manager, or a vehicle managed or advised by the Manager or its affiliate as acts as sponsor or investment advisor or provides other services, or which may pay fees to the Manager or an affiliate.

The Manager, Trustee, administrator, broker and their respective affiliates, delegates and their key personnel may, in certain circumstances, take positions in accounts of other clients opposite to those taken in relation to the Sub-Funds and/or take positions in accounts of other clients which involve conflicts or potential conflicts with positions taken by the Sub-Funds. These positions could adversely affect the performance of investments held by the Sub-Funds. The Manager may also decline to make an investment for a Sub-Fund out of concern that such investment might harm another client of the Manager, the Trustee or any of their respective affiliates or key personnel.

The foregoing list of risk factors and conflict of interest situations does not purport to be a complete enumeration or explanation of the risks involved in an investment in the Sub-Funds and the potential conflicts. Prospective investors should read this entire IM (including the relevant Appendices) and consult with their own advisors before deciding to invest in the Fund.

8. VALUATION AND PRICES

8.1 CALCULATION OF NET ASSET VALUE

The Net Asset Value of a Sub-Fund or Class will be determined as at the Valuation Point on the relevant Valuation Day of the Sub-Fund or Class in the relevant Base Currency for the Sub-Fund or Class (as the case may be) by valuing the assets of the Sub-Fund or Class and deducting the liabilities attributable to such Sub-Fund or Class in accordance with the Trust Deed.

The Net Asset Value per Unit of a particular Class relating to a Sub-Fund shall be the net asset value attributable to the relevant Class account (maintained in respect of each Class) divided by the number of Units of such Class in issue as at the relevant Valuation Point on the relevant Valuation Day for such Class.

The value of the assets comprised in a Sub-Fund will be calculated in accordance with the Trust Deed, which provides (inter alia) that:

(i) the value of a Quoted Investment, shall be calculated by reference to the official closing price, the last known transacted price or the last transacted price on the Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market on which the Quoted Investment is traded on or before the Valuation Point in respect of the Dealing Day for which the value is to be determined; where such Quoted Investment is listed, dealt or traded in more than one Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market, the Manager (or such person as the Manager shall appoint for the purpose) may in their absolute discretion select any one of such Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market for the foregoing purposes;

(ii) the value of an Unquoted Investment, shall be calculated by reference to, where applicable: (a) the initial value thereof being the amount expended in the acquisition thereof; (b) the last available prices quoted by responsible firms, corporations or associations on a Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market at the time of calculation (or at such other time as the Manager may from time to time after consultation with the Trustee determine), and where there is no Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market, the price of the relevant investment as quoted by a person, firm or institution making a market in that investment, if any (and if there shall be more than one such market maker then such market maker as the Manager may designate); (c) the sale prices of recent public or private transactions in the same or similar investments; or (d) valuations of comparable companies or discounted cash flow analysis, as may be determined to represent the fair
value of such Unquoted Investment, and in the valuation of such Unquoted Investment, the Manager may take into account relevant factors including, without limitation, significant relevant events affecting the issuer such as pending mergers and acquisitions and restrictions as to saleability or transferability;

(iii) the value of a unit or share in a unit trust or mutual fund or collective investment scheme shall be valued at the latest published or available net asset value per unit or share, or if no net asset value per unit or share is published or available, then at their latest available realisation price;

(iv) cash, deposits and similar property shall be valued at their face value (together with accrued interest) unless in the opinion of the Manager, an adjustment should be made; and

(v) other investments not falling within the foregoing types of investments shall be valued in such manner and at such times as the Manager may from time to time determine after consultation with the Trustee.

Provided that if the quotations referred to in sub-paragraphs (i) and (iii) above are not available, or if the value of the Authorised Investment determined in the manner described in sub-Clauses (ii), (iv) and (v) above do not, in the opinion of the Manager, represent a fair value of such Authorised Investment, then the value shall be such value as the Manager considers in the circumstances to be fair upon consultation with an Approved Valuer and the Manager.

The Manager may, in consultation with the Trustee, change the method of the valuation of the assets comprised in a Sub-Fund.

8.2 SUSPENSION OF CALCULATION OF NET ASSET VALUE AND DEALING OF UNITS

The Trust Deed provides that the Manager or the Trustee with the approval of the other (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld), may at any time and from time to time, suspend the determination of the Net Asset Value of any Sub-Fund or Class and/or the issue or redemption of Units during:

(i) any period when the Recognised Stock Exchange or the OTC Market on which any Authorised Investments forming part of the Deposited Property (whether of any particular Sub-Fund, Class, or of the Fund) for the time being are dealt in is closed (otherwise than for ordinary holidays) or during which dealings are restricted or suspended;

(ii) the existence of any state of affairs which, in the reasonable opinion of the Manager and the Trustee might seriously prejudice the interests of the Holders (whether of any particular Sub-Fund, Class, or of the Fund) as a whole or of the Deposited Property (whether of any particular Sub-Fund, Class, or of the Fund);

(iii) any breakdown in the means of communication normally employed in determining the price of any of such Authorised Investments or the current price thereof on that Recognised Stock Exchange or that OTC Market or when for any reason the prices of any of such Authorised Investments cannot be promptly and accurately ascertained (including any period when the fair value of a material portion of the Authorised Investments cannot be determined);

(iv) any period when remittance of money which will or may be involved in the realisation of such Authorised Investments or in the payment for such Authorised Investments cannot, in the reasonable opinion of the Manager and the Trustee, be carried out at normal rates of exchange;

(v) any 48 hour period (or such longer period as the Manager and the Trustee may agree) prior to the date of any meeting of Holders (or any adjournment thereof);
(vi) any period where dealing of Units is suspended pursuant to any order or direction of the MAS or the relevant authority in the jurisdiction in which the Units are sold, or would result in the violation of any applicable law;

(vii) any period when the business operations of the Manager or the Trustee in relation to the operation of any particular Sub-Fund or of the Fund is substantially interrupted or closed as a result of or arising from pestilence, acts of war, terrorism, insurrection, revolution, civil unrest, riots, strikes or acts of God; or

(viii) in any other circumstance provided in the relevant Appendix.

No Units may be issued or redeemed during such a period of suspension. All reasonable steps will be taken to bring any period of suspension to an end as soon as possible. The full meaning of the terms **Deposited Property, OTC Market, Recognised Stock Exchange, OTC Market, and Authorised Investments** are found in the Trust Deed.

Such suspension shall take effect immediately upon written declaration by the Manager to the Trustee (or, as the case may be, by the Trustee to the Manager) and shall terminate on the day after the first Business Day in Singapore on which the condition giving rise to the suspension has ceased to exist and no other conditions under which suspension is authorised under this paragraph 8.2 shall exist upon the written declaration by the Manager (or, as the case may be, by the Trustee).

Investors should also note the other circumstances when determination of the Net Asset Value or dealing in Units may be suspended as set out at Clauses 11.2.5, 13.4.2 and 13.5 of the Trust Deed and (if any) at the relevant Appendix.

### 8.3 SUBSCRIPTION AND REDEMPTION PRICES OF UNITS

The Subscription Price and Redemption Price of each Unit of a Sub-Fund or a Class in relation thereto shall be calculated in the manner provided in the Trust Deed and as may be more particularly described in the relevant Appendix.

The Manager may in consultation with the Trustee, in determining the Subscription Price of a Unit, to add to the Net Asset Value per Unit (before making any rounding adjustment) an amount, for the account of the Sub-Fund which it considers to be an appropriate allowance to reflect fiscal and purchase charges which would be incurred for the account of the Sub-Fund in investing an amount equal to that Net Asset Value per Unit. Similarly, the Manager may in consultation with the Trustee, when determining the Redemption Price of a Unit, deduct for the account of the Sub-Fund from the Net Asset Value per Unit (before making any rounding adjustment) an amount which it considers to be an appropriate allowance to reflect fiscal and sale charges which would be incurred for the account of the Sub-Fund in realising assets or closing out positions to provide funds to meet any redemption request. Further, the Manager may, with the consent of the Trustee and in accordance with the Trust Deed, revalue the Subscription Price or Redemption Price of a Unit of any Class if it considers that the Subscription Price or Redemption Price calculated in relation to any Dealing Day does not accurately reflect the true value of the Units and Holders shall be notified by the Manager or the Trustee.

### 9. THE REGISTER OF HOLDERS

The register of the Holders is kept and maintained by the Trustee at 20 Collyer Quay, #01-01, Singapore 049319 and is accessible during usual business hours. The register is conclusive evidence of the number of Units held by each Holder and the entries in the register shall prevail over the details appearing on any statement of holdings, unless the Holder proves to the satisfaction of the Manager and the Trustee that the register is incorrect.

The Manager and the Trustee will only recognise the Holder as the person having any right, title or interest in or to the Units registered in his name and as absolute owner of those Units. Neither
the Manager nor the Trustee shall be bound by any notice to the contrary or to take notice of or to see to the execution of any trust, equity or other interest affecting the title to any Units.

10. ACCOUNTS AND INFORMATION

The assets and liabilities of each Sub-Fund will be presented in the audited financial statements of the relevant Sub-Fund in accordance with IFRS or such other financial reporting standards as may be specified in the relevant Appendix. The Accounting Date in respect of each Sub-Fund is 31 March or such other date as the Manager may from time to time determine (upon giving not less than 30 days’ notice to the Trustee and the Holders) in respect of a Sub-Fund and disclose in the relevant Appendix. Copies of the annual report and audited accounts of each Sub-Fund will be sent or made available to Holders (through such channels as the Manager may determine from time to time) of the relevant Sub-Fund within six (6) months from the end of the period to which they relate.

To the extent that the valuation basis adopted by a Sub-Fund deviates from IFRS, the Sub-Fund may be required to include a reconciliation note in the annual accounts of the Sub-Fund to reconcile values arrived at by applying the Sub-Fund’s valuation rules. If the Net Asset Value of such Sub-Fund is not adjusted in preparation of the annual accounts, non-compliance with IFRS may result in the auditors qualifying their opinion on those annual accounts depending on the nature and level of materiality of the non-compliance.

In addition, the latest available Net Asset Value per Unit of a Sub-Fund or Class or, the Redemption Price per Unit in issue will be available from the Manager upon reasonable notice from time to time.

11. FEES, CHARGES AND EXPENSES

11.1 FEES PAYABLE BY HOLDERS

The subscription, redemption and switching fees payable in respect of any subscription, redemption or switching of Units as specified in the relevant Appendix.

11.2 FEES PAYABLE TO THE MANAGER

The Manager will be entitled to receive such management fee as provided for in the relevant Appendix.

The Manager may waive or give rebates of the management fee whether in part or in whole and whether generally or in respect to a particular Holder.

Subject to the provisions of the Trust Deed, the Manager will also be entitled to be reimbursed out of the Sub-Funds as agreed by the Manager with the Trustee for all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the course of its duties.

For the avoidance of doubt, the fees of the Investment Adviser will be paid by the Manager and not out of the Sub-Funds.

11.3 FEES PAYABLE TO THE TRUSTEE

The Trustee will be entitled to receive fees for providing trustee and registrar services to the Sub-Funds as provided for in the relevant Appendix.

Subject to the provisions of the Trust Deed, the Trustee will also be entitled to be reimbursed out of the Sub-Funds as agreed by the Manager with the Trustee for all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the course of its duties.
11.4 GENERAL EXPENSES

As stated in the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed, the following expenses shall be payable out of the Deposited Property of each Sub-Fund in addition to any other charges or fees expressly authorised by the Trust Deed, by way of direct payment or reimbursement of the Manager or the Trustee:

(i) all stamp duty and other charges and duty payable from time to time on or in respect of the Trust Deed;

(ii) all Fiscal and purchase charges and all Fiscal and sale charges arising on any purchase or sale of Authorised Investments in relation to the relevant Sub-Fund;

(iii) all expenses incurred and transaction fees charged in relation to the acquisition, holding, registration or realisation of any Authorised Investments in relation to the relevant Sub-Fund in the name of the Trustee or its nominee or the holding or disposal of any Authorised Investments in relation to the relevant Sub-Fund or the custody of the documents of title thereto (including insurance of documents of title against loss in shipment, transit or otherwise and charges made by agents of the Trustee for retaining documents in safe custody), all fees and expenses of the Custodians, joint-custodians and sub-custodians appointed pursuant to the provisions of the Trust Deed and all transactional fees of the Trustee and the Custodian as may be agreed from time to time between the Manager and the Trustee in relation to all transactions involving the whole or any part of the Deposited Property of the relevant Sub-Fund;

(iv) all expenses incurred in the collection of Income (including expenses incurred in obtaining tax repayments or relief and agreement of tax liabilities) or the determination of taxation in relation to the relevant Sub-Fund;

(v) all taxation payable in respect of Income or the holding of or dealings with the Deposited Property in relation to the relevant Sub-Fund;

(vi) (without prejudice to any other provisions of the Trust Deed) any interest on any borrowing effected and expenses payable pursuant to the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed;

(vii) all fees, costs and expenses of and incidental to preparing any such supplemental deed as is referred to in the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed;

(viii) the processing or handling fees levied by any person for rendering services to effect any acquisitions, disposals or any other dealings whatsoever in investments of the Sub-Funds and any expenses in relation thereto;

(ix) all costs and expenses incurred in the holding of a meeting of Holders in relation to the relevant Sub-Fund or Classes of such Sub-Fund;

(x) any amounts required to indemnify the Trustee pursuant to the Trust Deed;

(xi) the Management Fee, the Manager’s setting-up fee, the remuneration of the Trustee and the Trustee’s set-up fee pursuant to the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed and any other fees or remuneration paid to the Manager or the Trustee as set out in the relevant Appendix of the Trust Deed;

(xii) all GST paid or to be paid in respect of services rendered to and by the Manager or the Trustee pursuant to the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed;

(xiii) all fees and expenses of the Auditors in connection with the Fund;

(xiv) all fees and expenses incurred in connection with the retirement or removal of the Manager, the Trustee or the Auditors or the appointment of a new manager, a new trustee or new auditors;
(xv) all expenses incurred by the Manager and the Trustee in establishing or terminating the Fund or any Sub-Fund or Class and to the extent not prohibited by applicable law or regulation, the initial and subsequent marketing of Units in the Sub-Fund or Class, including fees and expenses of any consultants, marketing and sales agents appointed by the Manager (which expenses shall be amortised against the Deposited Property in equal amounts over such number of Accounting Periods as the Manager may determine);

(xvi) all fees and expenses of any bankers, legal advisers, tax advisers, computer experts or other professional advisers employed or engaged by the Manager or the Trustee in the performance of their respective obligations and duties under the Trust Deed;

(xvii) all costs and expenses of and incidental to preparing and sending Statements of Holdings, cheques, warrants, statements and notices and all fees and expenses incurred by the Trustee or other agent on behalf of the Trustee in providing registrar services;

(xviii) to the extent not prohibited by applicable law or regulation, all fees and expenses incurred as a result of and incidental to preparing, lodging, registering, printing and issuing any Offering Memorandum or fund factsheet in connection with the Fund or any Sub-Fund or Class or publishing the Net Asset Value per Unit, any Subscription Price or any Redemption Price;

(xix) all costs and expenses of and incidental to preparing and sending to Holders copies of the Accounts or any reports or notices issued by the Manager and/or the Trustee (as the case may be) to the Holders in relation to the Fund or any Sub-Fund or Class;

(xx) all fees incurred in relation to the calculation of the Net Asset Value of the Deposited Property, the Subscription Price, Redemption Price and/or preparing the financial statements of any Sub-Fund or Class;

(xxi) all fees levied by settlement agents (which may include an Associate of the Trustee or the Manager appointed by the Manager for settlement of instructions received by the settlement agents from the Manager in respect of acquisitions, disposals or any dealings whatsoever in the Authorised Investments of the Fund;

(xxii) all expenses incurred by the Manager and the Trustee in obtaining and/or maintaining the notification as a restricted scheme or other official approval or sanction of the Fund or of any Sub-Fund under the Securities and Futures Act or pursuant to any other law or regulation in any part of the world;

(xxiii) all costs and expenses incurred in the sub-division or consolidation of Units pursuant to the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed;

(xxiv) all printing, postage, telex, facsimile and telephone and on-line computer costs and other disbursements properly incurred by the Manager or the Trustee in the performance of their respective obligations under the Trust Deed;

(xxv) all fees and expenses incurred or charged by the Manager and/or the Trustee and their duly authorised agents in the provision of transfer agent services and in the administration of the Fund, the relevant Sub-Fund and/or any Class;

(xxvi) all costs and expenses incurred by the Manager and the Trustee in communicating with one another or with any other person, including, without limitation, expenses incurred in online computer access;

(xxvii) any other amounts which the Trust Deed expressly provides are to be paid out of the Deposited Property;

(xxviii) all other costs, expenses, charges or fees properly and reasonably incurred by the Manager or the Trustee as a consequence of the due performance by the Manager or the
and provided that there are sufficient funds in the relevant Sub-Fund, the Trustee shall make the relevant payment of such fees, expenses and charges within one (1) month upon the production by the Manager (if applicable) of supporting invoices and other documents certified to be correct by the Manager.

Where such costs are not directly attributable to a Sub-Fund, such costs will be allocated amongst the Sub-Funds in proportion to the respective Net Asset Value of all the Sub-Funds. The preliminary expenses of the Fund and the initial Sub-Fund, the costs incurred in connection with the preparation and execution of the Trust Deed, the preparation of this IM and the relevant Appendices and all initial legal and printing costs will be borne by the initial Sub-Fund as determined by the Manager and amortised over the first 36 months of the initial Sub-Fund commencing from the close of the Initial Offer Period of the initial Sub-Fund or such other period as the Manager may determine. The costs of establishment of each subsequent Sub-Fund will be borne by the relevant Sub-Fund and amortised over a period of 36 months from the Initial Offer Period of the said Sub-Fund or such period as the Manager may determine. If any Sub-Fund is terminated prior to the expenses being fully amortised, such unamortised amount will be borne by the relevant Sub-Fund before its termination. Investors should be aware that amortisation of preliminary expenses over a 36 month period is not in compliance with IFRS which requires such expenses to be written off as incurred. The Manager does not expect the amortisation to materially affect the results and the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Funds, but this would depend on the asset under management in relation to each of the Sub-Funds at the end of the financial year.

All brokerage (if any) payable on the purchase or sale of investments for a Sub-Fund, interest on borrowings of a Sub-Fund and fees in respect thereof, custodial fees, bank service fees, audit fees and other expenses related to the purchase, sale or transmittal of a Sub-Fund's assets, will be borne by the relevant Sub-Fund.

11.5 BROKERAGE

The Manager and/or any company associated with it may enter into portfolio transactions for or with the Trustee (on behalf of any Sub-Fund) as agent or deal as a principal with the Trustee (on behalf of any Sub-Fund) in accordance with normal market practice, provided that commissions charged to such Sub-Fund in these circumstances do not exceed customary full service brokerage rates and provided that the transactions are made within the restrictions set forth in the Trust Deed.

In selecting brokers or dealers to execute transactions, the Manager need not solicit competitive bids and does not have an obligation to seek the lowest available commission cost. It is not the Manager's practice to negotiate "execution only" commission rates, thus the Sub-Funds may be deemed to be paying for research and related services provided by the broker which are included in the commission rate. Research and related services furnished by brokers may include, but are not limited to, written information and analyses concerning specific securities, companies or sectors; market, financial and economic studies and forecasts, as well as discussions with research personnel, financial and industry publications; statistical and pricing services, along with hardware, software, data bases and other technical and telecommunication services, lines, and equipment utilised in the investment management process. Research services obtained by the use of commission arising from a Sub-Fund's portfolio transactions may be used by the Manager in its other investment activities.

In selecting brokers and negotiating commission rates, the Manager will take into account the financial stability and reputation of brokerage firms, the brokerage, research and related execution services provided by such brokers, although the Sub-Funds may not, in any particular instance, be the direct or indirect beneficiary of the research or related services provided. Finally, it is noted that since commission rates are generally negotiable, selecting brokers on the basis of considerations which are not limited to applicable commission rates may result in higher transaction costs than would otherwise be obtainable.
The Manager reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to change a Sub-Fund's brokerage arrangements without further notice to Holders. No additional fees and charges shall be payable by the Holders or the Sub-Fund with the exception of fees and charges authorised by the Trust Deed.

12. TAXATION

The tax status of each Sub-Fund is set out the relevant Appendix.

Neither the Trustee nor the Manager or any persons involved in the issuance of the Units accept responsibility for any tax effects or liabilities resulting from the acquisition, holding or disposal/redemption of the Units.

13. GENERAL INFORMATION

13.1 TRUST DEED

The Fund was constituted in the Republic of Singapore by the Trust Deed. All Holders are entitled to the benefit of, are bound by and are deemed to have notice of the provisions of the Trust Deed.

Please refer to Schedule 1 of this IM for a summary of some of the key provisions of the Trust Deed.

In the event of any conflict between any of the provisions of this IM and the Trust Deed, the provisions of the Trust Deed prevail.

13.2 INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS

A copy of the Trust Deed and any supplemental deed thereto is available for inspection during normal business hours on any day (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and gazetted public holidays) at the registered office of the Manager or its Agent and copies thereof may be obtained from the Manager at that address on payment of a reasonable fee (which may be revised at the reasonable discretion of the Manager from time to time).

13.3 TERMINATION

The Fund shall continue until it is terminated in one of the ways set out in Schedule 1 of this IM.

13.4 MODIFICATION OF THE TRUST DEED

The Trustee and the Manager may by supplemental deed and with the prior approval of the relevant authorities (if applicable), agree to modify, alter or add to the provisions of the Trust Deed provided that the Trustee certifies in writing that in its opinion such modification, alteration or addition (i) does not materially prejudice the interests of the Holders and does not operate to release to any material extent the Trustee or the Manager from any responsibility to the Holders, (ii) is necessary in order to comply with applicable fiscal, statutory or official requirements (whether or not having the force of law) or (iii) is made to remove obsolete provision or to correct a manifest error.

In all other cases, modifications require the sanction of an Ordinary Resolution of the Holders affected (by way of convening a meeting of Holders or by written consent as described in the section headed "13.5 MEETINGS OF THE HOLDERS") before it approves any proposal made by the Manager in connection with the Fund or Sub-Fund.
No modification, alteration or addition shall impose upon any Holder any obligation to make any
further payments in respect of his Units or to accept any liability in respect thereof. All fees, costs
and expenses incurred by the Trustee or the Manager in connection with any supplemental deed
(including expenses incurred in the holding of a meeting of Holders of the Fund or any Sub-Fund
or Class, if necessary) shall be charged against the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or Class.

The Manager shall as soon as reasonably practicable after any modification, alteration or addition
to the provisions of this Trust Deed (the “said amendment”) give notice of the said amendment
to the Holders, unless the said amendment is not in the opinion of the Manager (with the consent
of the Trustee) of material significance.

13.5 MEETINGS OF THE HOLDERS

Save where otherwise provided in the Trust Deed, meetings of Holders or a class of Holders are
to be convened by the Trustee or the Manager upon at least 14 days' notice (inclusive of the day
on which the notice is served or deemed to be served and of the day for which the notice is given).
However, the Trust Deed provides that an Ordinary Resolution may be passed by either (i) the
votes of those present and entitled to vote in person (or by proxy) at a duly convened meeting,
and representing a majority consisting of more than 50% of the total number of votes cast for and
against such resolution, or (ii) a written consent of all Holders of the Fund or the relevant Sub-
Fund or Class (as the case may be).

13.6 AUDITOR'S MAXIMUM LIABILITY TO THE FUND

PricewaterhouseCoopers Singapore LLP have been appointed as auditors for the Fund
(“Auditors”). Under the standard terms of the annual engagement letter which the Fund will enter
into with the Auditors, the Auditors' liability under such letter is expected be capped at an amount
equal to three times the fees payable by the Fund for the portion of the Auditor’s services or work
giving rise to the liability, except to the extent finally determined to have resulted from wilful
misconduct or fraudulent behaviour by the Auditors.

13.7 PAST PERFORMANCE

Information on the past performance of the Sub-Funds (when available) may be obtained by
contacting the Manager.

13.8 SIDE LETTERS

Investors should note under the Trust Deed, the Manager may enter into an agreement with any
Holder, with the approval of the Trustee (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld), that has
the effect of establishing rights under, or supplementing the terms of, the Trust Deed with respect
to such Holder (the “Side Letter”) provided that the rights, interests and obligations of the Trustee
and the other Holders as set out under the Trust Deed are not prejudiced by the terms of such
Side Letter.

The Manager has entered, and may from time to time enter, into side letter arrangements which
give rebates, commissions or introductory fees to distributors, private banks and/or financial
advisers for facilitating investments in the Sub-Fund and may offer preferential management fees
for one or more investors who make significant or strategic investments in the Sub-Funds.
13.9 QUERIES

Inquiries concerning the Fund, any Sub-Fund and the Units thereto (including information concerning subscription and redemption procedures, the current Net Asset Value, the past performance of any Sub-Fund and the accounts of the Fund) should be directed to the Manager, whose details appear below:

ASK Capital Management Pte Ltd
133 Cecil Street
#16-02A Keck Seng Tower
Singapore 069535
Tel: +65 6438 6032
Fax: +65 6438 6031
Email: info@ask-capital.com
Summary of certain provisions of the Trust Deed

The following is an extract or summary of certain key provisions of the Trust Deed. However, such summary does not purport to be complete. It is subject to and qualified in its entirety by reference to the contents of the Trust Deed, and, accordingly, the Trust Deed should be reviewed for complete information concerning the rights, privileges and obligations of investors in the Fund. If the description in or terms of this IM are inconsistent with or contrary to the description in or terms of the Trust Deed, the Trust Deed shall prevail and investors will be taken as having full knowledge of the Trust Deed in applying for Units. All terms that appear in initial capitalised form are terms that are defined in the Trust Deed.

1. Value of Authorised Investment

Except where otherwise expressly stated in the Trust Deed, the Value of the assets comprised in each Sub-Fund with reference to any Authorised Investment which is:

1.1 a Quoted Investment, shall be calculated by reference to the official closing price, the last known transacted price or the last transacted price on the Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market on which the Quoted Investment is traded on or before the Valuation Point in respect of the Dealing Day for which the Value is to be determined; where such Quoted Investment is listed, dealt or traded in more than one Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market, the Manager (or such person as the Manager shall appoint for the purpose) may in their absolute discretion select any one of such Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market for the foregoing purposes;

1.2 an Unquoted Investment, shall be calculated by reference to, where applicable: (a) the initial value thereof being the amount expended in the acquisition thereof; (b) the last available prices quoted by responsible firms, corporations or associations on a Recognised Stock Exchange or an OTC Market at the time of calculation (or at such other time as the Manager may from time to time after consultation with the Trustee determine), and where there is no Recognised Stock Exchange or OTC Market, the price of the relevant investment as quoted by a person, firm or institution making a market in that investment, if any (and if there shall be more than one such market maker then such market maker as the Manager may designate); (c) the sale prices of recent public or private transactions in the same or similar investments; or (d) valuations of comparable companies or discounted cash flow analysis as may be determined to represent the fair value of such Unquoted Investment, and in the valuation of such Unquoted Investment the Manager may take into account relevant factors including without limitation significant relevant events affecting the issuer such as pending mergers and acquisitions and restrictions as to saleability or transferability, *fair value* of an investment is the price that the Sub-Fund would reasonably expect to receive upon the current sale of the investment;

1.3 a unit or share in a unit trust, mutual fund or collective investment scheme shall be valued at the latest published or available net asset value per unit or share, or if no net asset value per unit or share is published or available, then at their latest available realisation price;

1.4 Cash, deposits and similar property shall be valued at their face value (together with accrued interest) unless in the opinion of the Manager, an adjustment should be made; and
1.5 other investments not falling within the foregoing types of investments shall be valued in such manner and at such times as the Manager may from time to time determine after consultation with the Trustee.

Provided that if the quotations referred to in paragraphs 3.1 and 3.3 above are not available, or if the value of the Authorised Investment determined in the manner described in paragraphs 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 above do not, in the opinion of the Manager, represent a fair value of such Authorised Investment, then the value shall be such value as the Manager considers in the circumstances to be fair upon consultation with an Approved Valuer and the Trustee.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Manager may, with the consent of the Trustee, adjust the value of any investment or permit some other method of valuation to be used if, having regard to currency, applicable rate of interest, maturity, marketability and other considerations the Trustee deems relevant, it considers that such valuation better reflects the fair value.

The Manager may, in consultation with the Trustee, change the method of the valuation of the assets comprised in a Sub-Fund.

In exercising in good faith the discretion given by the proviso above, the Manager shall not assume any liability towards the Trust, the Sub-Fund, the Class or a Holder (as the case may be), and the Trustee shall not be under any liability in accepting the opinion of the Manager, notwithstanding that the facts may subsequently be shown to have been different from those assumed by the Manager.

The Manager shall not assume any liability towards the Fund, any Sub-Fund or any Holder save for gross negligence, fraud or wilful default in the determination of the value of assets comprised in the Sub-Fund or the Net Asset Value of the Sub-Fund or Class or Net Asset Value per Unit of the Sub-Fund or Class. Should a valuation error occur, the Trustee shall, after adjustment for the error, reimburse affected Holders or the Sub-Fund or Class for any deficit arising as a result of valuation error if the valuation error represents 0.5% or more of the Net Asset Value per Unit of the Sub-Fund or Class.

Where any of a Sub-Fund's investments become hard-to-value or illiquid assets and the valuation policy set out in the Trust Deed does not apply, the valuation of such assets shall be carried out in consultation with, and with the approval of, the Trustee.

Neither the Trustee nor the Manager shall incur any liability by reason of the fact that a price reasonably believed by them to be the last sale price or other appropriate closing price may be found not to be such provided that it has acted in good faith without gross negligence, fraud or wilful default.

2. Limited liability of Holders

Each Holder's liability to the Fund in respect of Units held by it shall be limited to the original amount paid by such applicant or Holder in consideration for the relevant Units at the time of subscription or purchase of such Units of such Sub-Fund or Class of a Sub-Fund.

3. Units to be held free from equities

A Holder shall be the only person to be recognised by the Trustee or by the Manager as having any right, title or interest in or to the Units registered in his name and the Trustee and the Manager may recognise such Holder as absolute owner thereof and shall not be bound by any notice to the contrary. Neither the Manager nor the Trustee shall be bound to take notice of or to see to the execution of any trust save as expressly provided in the Trust Deed or save as by some court of competent jurisdiction ordered to recognise any trust or equity or other interest affecting the title to any Units.

4. Deposited Property of Sub-Funds
The Trustee shall be responsible for the safe keeping of the Deposited Property of the Fund in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed and shall stand possessed of the assets of each Sub-Fund as a single common fund, separate from each of the other Sub-Funds established under the Trust Deed, upon trust for the Holders of Units relating to such Sub-Fund and any moneys forming part of the Deposited Property of such Sub-Fund shall from time to time be invested at the direction of the Manager in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed provided however that nothing in the Trust Deed shall prevent the Trustee, at the direction of the Manager, from holding an asset on behalf of one or more Sub-Funds pro-rata to the contribution made by each Sub-Fund for the acquisition of such asset.

5. Retirement or Removal of the Trustee or the Manager

5.1 Retirement of the Trustee

The Trustee shall not be entitled to retire voluntarily except upon the appointment of a new trustee. In the event of the Trustee desiring to retire it shall give notice in writing to that effect to the Manager and the Manager shall use its best endeavours to appoint another person (duly approved as may be required by the law for the time being applicable to the Trust Deed) as the new trustee for the Holders in the place of the retiring Trustee upon and subject to such corporation entering into a deed supplemental hereto providing for such appointment. If no new trustee is appointed by the Manager as aforesaid within a period of three (3) months after the date of receipt by the Manager of the Trustee’s notice of retirement, or such other period as may be agreed between the Manager and the Trustee, the Trustee shall be entitled to appoint such person selected by it (duly approved as aforesaid) as the new trustee on the same basis as aforesaid or to terminate the Fund in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed.

5.2 Removal of the Trustee

The Trustee may be removed by notice in writing given by the Manager in any of the following events:

5.2.1 if the Trustee goes into liquidation (except a voluntary liquidation for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation) or if a receiver is appointed over any of its assets or if a judicial manager is appointed in respect of the Trustee;

5.2.2 if the Trustee ceases to carry on business;

5.2.3 if the Trustee fails or neglects after reasonable written notice from the Manager to carry out or satisfy any duty imposed on the Trustee by the Trust Deed;

5.2.4 for good and sufficient reason the Manager is of the reasonable opinion, and so states in writing, that a change of trustee is desirable in the interests of the Holders provided that if the Trustee within one (1) month after such statement expresses its dissatisfaction in writing with such opinion, the matter shall then forthwith be referred to and finally resolved by arbitration administered by the SIAC in accordance with the SIAC Rules for the time being in force, which rules are deemed to be incorporated by reference in the relevant provision of the Trust Deed. The seat of the arbitration shall be Singapore. The Tribunal shall consist of one (1) arbitrator, to be appointed by the President or Vice-President of the SIAC Court of Arbitration. The language of the arbitration shall be English;

5.2.5 if the Holders by Ordinary Resolution duly passed at a meeting of Holders of the Fund held in accordance with the provisions contained in Schedule 1 of the Trust Deed and of which not less than 21 days’ written notice has been given to the Trustee; and
5.2.6 if the Authority directs that the Trustee be removed.

In any of such events, the Manager shall appoint another person (duly approved as may be required by the law for the time being applicable to the Trust Deed) as the new trustee of the Fund and the Trustee shall upon receipt of notice by the Manager execute such deed as the Manager shall require under the common seal of the Trustee appointing the new trustee to be Trustee of the Fund and shall thereafter ipso facto cease to be the trustee.

5.3 Retirement of the Manager

The Manager shall have the power to retire in favour of a corporation approved by the Trustee upon and subject to such corporation entering into such deed or deeds as mentioned in the relevant provision of the Trust Deed. Upon such deed or deeds being entered into and upon payment to the Trustee of all sums due by the retiring Manager to the Trustee under the Trust Deed at the date thereof, the retiring Manager shall be absolved and released from all further obligations under the Trust Deed but without prejudice to the rights of the Trustee or of any Holder, former Holder or other person in respect of any act or omission prior to such retirement.

5.4 Removal of the Manager

The Manager shall be subject to removal by notice in writing given by the Trustee in any of the following events:

5.4.1 if the Manager goes into liquidation (except a voluntary liquidation for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation upon terms previously approved in writing by the Trustee) or if a receiver is appointed over any of its assets or a judicial manager is appointed in respect of the Manager;

5.4.2 if the Manager ceases to carry on business;

5.4.3 if the Manager fails or neglects after reasonable notice from the Trustee to carry out or satisfy any obligations imposed on the Manager by the Trust Deed;

5.4.4 for good and sufficient reason the Trustee is of the reasonable opinion, and so states in writing, that a change of manager is desirable in the interests of the Holders provided that if the Manager within one (1) month after such statement expresses its dissatisfaction in writing with such opinion, the matter shall then forthwith be referred to and finally resolved by arbitration administered by the SIAC in accordance with the SIAC Rules for the time being in force, which rules are deemed to be incorporated by reference to the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed. The seat of the arbitration shall be Singapore. The Tribunal shall consist of one (1) arbitrator, to be appointed by the President or Vice-President of the SIAC Court of Arbitration. The language of the arbitration shall be English;

5.4.5 if the Holders by Ordinary Resolution passed at a meeting of Holders of all the Sub-Funds duly convened and held in accordance with the provisions of Schedule 1 of the Trust Deed shall so decide and of which not less than 21 days’ written notice has been given to the Manager; and

5.4.6 if the Manager is no longer permitted to act as a manager under applicable laws and regulations or by the relevant competent authorities.

Subject to the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed, in any of the cases aforesaid, the Manager shall upon notice by the Trustee as aforesaid ipso facto cease to be the manager and the Trustee shall by writing
under its seal appoint some other corporation upon and subject to such corporation entering into such deed or deeds as the Trustee may be advised to be necessary or desirable to be entered into by such corporation in order to secure the due performance of its duties as Manager which deed shall if so required by the Manager provide that the manager to be appointed thereunder shall purchase from the retiring Manager all Units of which it is the Holder or deemed to be the Holder at the Redemption Price referred to in the Trust Deed and that the words "Ask Capital Management", or any abbreviation of the name of the Manager shall not thereafter form part of the name of the Fund provided that the provision shall not prejudice the right of the Trustee to terminate the Fund in any of the events in which in accordance with the provisions in the Trust Deed, the right of terminating the Fund is vested in the Trustee.

6. Termination

6.1 Automatic Termination

A Sub-Fund will automatically terminate on the date falling 100 years after the date of its establishment.

6.1 Termination by the Trustee

The Fund (including all Sub-Funds) may be terminated by the Trustee by notice in writing in any of the following events:

(i) if the Manager shall go into liquidation (except a voluntary liquidation for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation upon terms previously approved in writing by the Trustee) or if a receiver is appointed over any of its assets or if a judicial manager is appointed in respect of the Manager or if any encumbrancer shall take possession of any of its assets or if it shall cease business or if the Manager convenes a meeting of its creditors or makes or proposed to make any arrangement or composition with or any assignment for the benefit of its creditors;

(ii) if any law shall be passed, any authorisation or notification is withdrawn or revoked or the MAS issues any direction which renders it illegal or in the reasonable opinion of the Trustee impracticable, inadvisable, or contrary to the interests of the Holders to continue the Fund;

(iii) if within the period of six (6) months from the date of the Trustee expressing in writing to the Manager the desire to retire, a new trustee has not been appointed in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed;

(iv) if within the period of six (6) months from the date of the Trustee removing the Manager, the Trustee shall have failed to appoint a new manager in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed;

(v) if for good and sufficient reason the Trustee is of the reasonable opinion, and so states in writing, that a change of manager is desirable in the interests of the Holders provided that if the Manager within one (1) month after such statement expresses its dissatisfaction in writing with such opinion, the matter shall then forthwith be referred to and finally resolved by arbitration administered by the SIAC in accordance with the SIAC Rules for the time being in force, which rules are deemed to be incorporated by reference in this clause. The seat of the arbitration shall be Singapore. The tribunal shall consist of one (1) arbitrator, to be appointed by the President or Vice-President of the SIAC Court of Arbitration. The language of the arbitration shall be English.

Any Sub-Fund or Class may be terminated by the Trustee by notice in writing in any of the following events:

(a) if any law shall be passed, any authorisation or notification is withdrawn or revoked or the Authority issues any direction which renders it illegal or in the reasonable opinion of the Trustee impracticable, inadvisable, or contrary to the interests of the Holders to continue the Sub-Fund or Class (as the case may be); and
(b) if all outstanding Units of the Sub-Fund or Class (as the case may be) have been redeemed whether through optional or compulsory redemption.

The decision of the Trustee in any of the events specified in the Trust Deed shall be final and binding upon all the parties concerned but the Trustee shall be under no liability on account of any failure to terminate the Fund or any Sub-Fund in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed or otherwise.

6.2 Termination by the Manager

The Fund (including all Sub-Funds) may be terminated by the Manager by notice in writing in any of the following events:

(i) if the Trustee shall go into liquidation (except a voluntary liquidation for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation upon terms previously approved in writing by the Manager) or if a receiver is appointed over any of its assets or if a judicial manager is appointed in respect of the Trustee or if any encumbrancer shall take possession of any of its assets or if it shall cease business or if the Trustee convenes a meeting of its creditors or makes or proposed to make any arrangement or composition with or any assignment for the benefit of its creditors;

(ii) if any law shall be passed, any authorisation or notification is withdrawn or revoked or the MAS issues any direction which renders it illegal or in the reasonable opinion of the Manager impracticable, inadvisable, or contrary to the interests of the Holders to continue the Fund;

(iii) at any time after five (5) years from the commencement date of the Fund, in its discretion, by giving not less than six (6) months' notice in writing to the Trustee and the Holders;

(iv) if within the period of six (6) months from the date of the Manager expressing in writing to the Trustee the desire to retire, a new manager has not been appointed in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed;

(v) if within the period of six (6) months from the date of the Manager removing the Trustee, the Manager shall have failed to appoint a new trustee in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed; and

(vi) if the aggregate Net Asset Value of the Deposited Property of all the Sub-Funds shall be less than such amount as stated in the relevant Appendix.

Any Sub-Fund may be terminated by the Manager by notice in writing in any of the following events:

(a) if any law shall be passed, any authorisation or notification is withdrawn or revoked or the MAS issues any direction which renders it illegal or if in the reasonable opinion of the Manager, impracticable, inadvisable, or contrary to the interests of the Holders to continue the Sub-Fund;

(b) all outstanding Units of the Sub-Fund have been redeemed whether through optional or compulsory redemption;

(c) if the aggregate Net Asset Value of the Deposited Property of that Sub-Fund shall be less than such amount as stated in the relevant Appendix;

(d) at any time after five (5) years from the commencement date of the Sub-Fund, in its discretion, by giving not less than six (6) months' notice in writing to the Trustee and the affected Holders.

Any Class may be terminated by the Manager by notice in writing in any of the following events:

(A) if any law shall be passed, any authorisation or notification is withdrawn or revoked or the Authority issues any direction which renders it illegal or if in the reasonable opinion of the Manager, impracticable or inadvisable to continue the Class;
(B) all outstanding Units of the Class have been redeemed whether through optional or compulsory redemption;

(C) if the aggregate Net Asset Value of the Deposited Property attributable to the Units held by Holders of that Class is less than such amount as stated in the relevant Appendix; and

(D) at any time after five (5) years from the commencement date of the Class, in its discretion by giving not less than six (6) months' notice in writing to the Trustee and the affected Holders.

The decision of the Manager in any of the events specified in the provisions of the Trust Deed shall be final and binding upon all the parties concerned but the Manager shall be under no liability on account of any failure to terminate the Trust, any Sub-Fund or any Class in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed or otherwise.

6.3 Termination by Ordinary Resolution

The Trust or any Sub-Fund or Class may at any time from the date hereof be terminated by Ordinary Resolution of a meeting of the Holders of that Sub-Fund or Class or of a meeting of the Holders of all the Sub-Funds in the case of the termination of the Fund duly convened and held in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed and such termination shall take effect from the date on which the said resolution is passed or such later date (if any) as the said resolution may provide.

6.5 Notice of Termination

The party terminating the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or Class shall give notice thereof to the other party and to the Holders fixing the date at which such termination is to take effect. Unless specified in the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed, notice of such termination shall not be less than one (1) month or such period as may be necessary to comply with any law or order or directive of any relevant authority.

7. Manner of Liquidation

Upon the Fund or a relevant Sub-Fund or Class being terminated the Trustee or the Manager, as appropriate, shall, subject to authorisations or directions (if any) given to it by the Holders pursuant to their powers contained in the Trust Deed, proceed as follows:

(a) the Manager shall sell all Authorised Investments of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund then remaining in its hands as part of the Deposited Property of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or in the case of a Class, such part of the Authorised Investments of a Sub-Fund attributable to that Class and the Trustee shall repay out of the Deposited Property of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or the Deposited Property attributable to such Class any borrowing effected by the Fund in accordance with the Trust Deed (together with any interest accrued but remaining unpaid) for the time being outstanding and such sale shall be carried out and completed in such manner and within such period after the termination of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or Class as the Manager and the Trustee think advisable; and

(b) the Trustee shall from time to time distribute to the Holders in proportion to their respective interests in the Deposited Property of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or Class all net cash proceeds derived from the realisation of the Deposited Property of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or the Deposited Property attributable to such Class and available for the purposes of such distribution provided that the Trustee shall not be bound (except in the case of the final distribution)
to distribute any of the moneys for the time being in its hands the amount of which is insufficient to pay SGD 1 in respect of each undivided share in the Deposited Property of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or Class and provided that the Trustee shall be entitled to retain out of any moneys in its hands as part of the Deposited Property of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or Class under the provisions of the Trust Deed full provision for all fees, costs, charges, expenses, claims and demands incurred, made or apprehended by the Trustee in connection with or arising out of the liquidation of the Fund or the relevant Sub-Fund or Class and out of the moneys so retained to be indemnified and saved harmless against any such costs, charges, expenses, claims and demands. Every such distribution shall be made to the Holders in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed and upon delivery to the Trustee of such form of request for payment as the Trustee shall in its absolute discretion require. Any unclaimed proceeds or other Cash held by the Trustee under the provisions of the Trust Deed may at the expiration of 12 months from the date upon which the same were payable be paid into court subject to the right of the Trustee to deduct therefrom any expenses it may incur in making such payment.

8. **Indemnities – Generally**

Without prejudice to the right of indemnity by law given to the Trustee and the Manager and subject to the other provisions of the Trust Deed, the Trustee and the Manager and their respective officers, employees, agents and delegates are entitled to be indemnified out of the assets of the relevant Sub-Fund in respect of all liabilities and expenses incurred in relation to the Sub-Fund and against all actions, proceedings, costs, claims and demands in respect of any matter or thing done or omitted in any way relating to the Sub-Fund, including without limitation, actions by the Manager or the Trustee, except in the case of fraud, gross negligence or willful default of the Trustee or the Manager (as applicable) or their respective officers, employees, agents or delegates.